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PREFACE
This Bulletin

is

developed under the sponsorship of the

Committee on Faculty Research. The Committee seeks
courage studies relating

the

to

and the

institution

to en-

fields

of

makes no attempt to
cover all studies or research that may be made and published
in other journals or periodicals. It is interested more in stimuspecial interest of faculty

lating

and

staff.

It

and encouraging the development of studies than

in

bringing together into one volume every study made.

The present
faculty members
to see

new

The use

of

of studies

Savannah State College.

made by

encouraging

It is

contributors and the variety of interests represented.

of research methods to solve institutional problems as

well as individual problems
college faculties.

The College

has continued to

make such

is

a desirable characteristic of

is

glad that the Board of Regents

studies possible.

these studies will encourage
tributors

number

issue contains a

It is

hoped

that

and stimulate the present con-

and other members of the

staff to initiate

and continue

studies which provide for better educational opportunities here
at the

College and in the field of higher education.

The men and women who conduct learning

activities in

the college determine to a large extent the nature of the product.

Much

of what students learn can be traced directly to factors

other than lectures, reading, recitations, discussions, and examinations.

The learning

processes,

of students includes the methods, the

and the approaches which they observe teachers

using to solve problems and improve situations.

growing faculty helps students

to

An

active

develop habits that lead to

continuous growth.

W. K. Payne
President
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College Libraries Are For
Professors

Too

by
E. J. Josey

An

adequately well stocked library containing books, periodicals,
in a well appointed building with a highly
trained staff constitutes the nervous system of an institution of higher

and microtext materials

program. A meager book collection and an
housed in cramped quarters are the symptoms
of an instructional program that has had a nervous breakdown or is
on the verge of one. A well appointed library with excellent library
resources that are not exploited by the faculty in their teaching program is a nervous system which will help deterioate the main body of
the instructional program, not from exhaustion as result of over-use,
but from inactivity which is equally dangerous. In spite of the hundreds of new college library buildings and larger and larger library
instructional

learning's

ill-prepared library staff

budgets, there are too many college professors who are unaware of
the fact that the college library mirrors the intellectual health of the
college's

academic program.

The place

of the library in the academic scheme of things has
secure by the regional accreditation associations during the
last thirty years. Many academic librarians serve on the evaluation
teams, and they have been successful in their efforts to educate college
administrators on the importance of the library in the instructional
program. The new ACRL standards have given college librarians and
college administrators an excellent criteria upon which to evaluate the

been

made

libraries

of

their

As a result, many American college
a fair percentage of their institutions' total
point of view, this is good. In spite of the
libraries by college administrators, there has

institutions.

now receiving
From a librarian's

libraries are

budget.
increasing interest in
not been a corresponding interest on the part of some college professors.
There are still too many college professors in some undergraduate
institutions who feel that the library exists only for their students.

Many of these academicians never visit the library unless the
president or dean calls a faculty meeting there. The librarian,* his
staff and the Library Committee are busy amassing materials to support the instructional program, but too many of their teaching
colleagues never drop in to browse through the collection in their
respective fields nor are they aware of the recent research in the
scholarly journals in their fields. Some may claim to own excellent
personal libraries, and some may contend that they obtain three or four
journals as a result of their membership in professional societies.
Nevertheless, librarians are aware of the spiraling cost of books in
1961 and would support the fact that even with increased book budgets,
they are unable to purchase all of the desired titles for the library
in the various subject fields. The constant outpouring of papers in all

fields of

known

knowledge that are reported

in

hundreds of journals is not
through abstracts and

to the specialists in their fields except

indices that are housed in the library.

These are the same professors who continue to bore their students
have not been revised in ten or
fifteen years. These are the same professors who assign readings that
are not in the library. These are the same professors who always
complain that the books that they need are never in the library, but
they never suggest books for acquisition to the librarian. These are the
same professors who advise their students that a certain book is on
reserve and are shocked when they discover that the book put on
reserve ten years ago has been lost, mutilated, or removed from the
reserve shelf by the librarian. If they had taken a few minutes to read
the librarian's memorandum asking if the title should be replaced and
maintained on reserve, their students would not be frustrated with the
blind reference nor would their students receive a distorted view of
to tears with their lecture notes that

library service.

These are the abusers of the reserve system. There are hundreds of
books that may be suggested to students for collateral reading

excellent

but these scholars prefer to assign three or four of
after year to large numbers of students in
their courses. Sooner or later the pages are clipped by a student who
has limited time to spend in the library, and because of this mutilation,
the other students are denied the use of the book, and the library is
called upon to replace it. If the librarian points out the futility of such
assignments, our unconcerned professors are quick to inform that these
three or four readings, so very often three or four chapters, are the
in their courses,

the

same readings year

best for their students.

What should librarians suggest
On one occasion this writer

to the abusers of the reserve
suggested the following: "There
is still a crying need for college professors to select a list which would
include a wide variety of readings that would not confine their students
to a limited number of authorities in the field. The suggested reading
list for college courses should not be shallow or superficial. Instead,
the reading list should have depth and be broad enough to include the
writings of authorities from several schools of thought."

system?

]

There

incontrovertible proof that these professors are the ones
that "if the library had more periodical publications in
my field, I could really engage in research." It is true that the growing
number of journals in many fields, along with a correspondingly increasing number of scholarly pieces of research which are reported
is

who complain

first in serial

form have caused a present and growing research probmany college libraries, in spite of growing budgets,

lem. Consequently,

can only subscribe to a small part of the publications that are so very
useful for research.

L.

To illustrate this point, let us look at one of the disciplines. James
Wood, librarian, Chemical Abstracts Service, The Ohio State
1

1960)

E. J. Josey,

"The College Library and Reading," Education,

p. 423.

6

v.

80,

(March

revealed at the American Library Association Annual
Conference held in Cleveland in June, that the number of articles
containing new chemical information has been doubling at the rate
of once every eight years, causing those who abstract this information
to resort to automation for storage and retrieval. In 1952, there were
68,500 new chemical abstracts, and in 1960 there were 138,000. To
actually keep up with the explosion of knowledge, Mr. Wood stated
that "new publications have been created, and older ones have been
University,

issued

more frequently."

The above paragraph is terrifying when we consider the fact that
one field. The other fields of knowledge are also exploding.

this is only

true that professors may ferret out or unearth much of
through the indices and abstract journals and have access
to these materials through interlibrary loans. Even if the small or
medium size college library cannot supply a book on an esoteric subject
or a certain periodical, the excellent interlibrary cooperation of American academic libraries provides plenty of research opportunities for

But

it

is also

this material

any professor who seriously desires

to

make

a contribution to his field.

Using knowledge effectively is one of the greatest intellectual
challenges of the 60's. Many of our professors complain that their
students do not know how to write a decent term paper or know how
to gather research for a term paper. Librarians would agree with their
colleagues on this point. Many librarians have suggested to these same
professors that the members of the library staff are available to their
classes to offer a lecture on the library's special holdings in specific
fields and to suggest the specialized reference tools that should be
consulted first before embarking upon a research project. Nevertheless,
these professorial complainers never call upon the librarian and his
staff for help in this regard. There is a demonstrable need for
librarians and professors to join hands in a common cause.

Those who deplore the circulation system or the reserve system
are the professors who create bottlenecks for the circulation librarian.
This group of professors makes reserve assignments before advising the
library that certain titles should be set aside for reserve use. Reams of
library newsletters and memoranda have suggested that the library
should be notified 24 to 48 hours prior to the announcement regarding
the assignment in class. These professors journey to their classes and
suggest that the titles are on reserve. Eager students who discover the
titles in the stacks seldom notify the library staff that these titles
are destined for the reserve shelf. The books are charged out of the
library, and the irate professor asks, "What kind of circulation system
does the library use?"
There is the academician who has been advised by his departmental chairman and/or the dean that he has the responsibility of
teaching a new course one or two semesters prior to the scheduling of
the course, and he does not check the library collection in order to
ascertain if the collection will support his instructional needs. Two
days before his class meets, the distinguished scholar demands that
the librarian produce certain titles on the day that the course begins.
When he is told that it will take from one week to ten days to get the

and ready for use, he is amazed
ordering procedures have not reached that automated
state of pushing a button so that instantly the librarian is able to
books

in the library, fully catalogued

library

that

produce the materials on a moment's notice.

American young people, like most young people, throughout the
lot. By and large, the standards of their elders
become their standards. They rarely differ with their professors on
many issues. Usually, they begin to agree with them on philosophy,
politics and other important current questions. Then they begin to
ape them in speech, attitudes and behavior. And it is on the question
the professors' attitude and
of attitude and behavior, to be specific
behavior toward the college library, that this librarian takes direct
world are an imitative

—

issue.

Early in the paper it was pointed out that many professors do not
to the library except via invitation to a faculty meeting. It
follows that many college students do not see their professors browsing
among the books in the stack or pouring over the recent journals in
the periodical division of the library. Consequently, many of our
students do not spend time in the library searching for additional
information to supplement their textbooks or materials for voluntary
reading, because they do not feel that it is necessary for scholarship
and because they see so few professors engaging in this activity.

come

It is true that, in most American colleges, professors are saddled
with numerous committee assignments, large classes, required office
hours, and personal responsibilities and contend that they do not have
much time for the college library. But it is also true that professors
must be cognizant of the relationship between classroom and library.
In order to stay abreast of the new developments in the field, and in
order to impart this information in the classroom, it is imperative that
professors have a working knowledge of the library's resources in their
respective areas of specialization as well as keep up with the current
acquisitions. This point of view was more cogently expressed recently
by the distinguished director of the Folger Shakespeare Library in
these words: "As we today conceive of a university library ... it
provides a place of study for the faculty, who without it would be
unable to bring fresh inspiration to their own instruction. For in some
degree, every college and university library must be a research institution. Every teacher who is worth his salt must constantly go back to
the sources of knowledge, either to refresh his own mind or to produce
original contributions of learning. The university library, even the
small college library must serve as a place of investigation for the
2
faculty."
Students who observe their professors anchored in the
world of books are intellectually challenged and stimulated.

One of America's leading educators who believes that professors
should be at anchor in the sea of books states that "we will not have
the atmosphere of learning or the true content of learning until we
have teachers who themselves haunt the bookshops and who think of
librarians as friends and companions in the pursuit of ideas rather than
2

Louis B. Wright, "Libraries and the Diffusion of Learning,"

Akron Library Dedication Address, Akron, Ohio, April

16,

1961).

(

University of

3
as clerks and custodians of book collections."
Not only should our
teachers haunt the bookshops, but they should also haunt their college
libraries. There is no question that professors and librarians could
open up new frontiers of knowledge, if they labor together in a
cooperative venture of teaching and learning.

No one

doubt that on hundreds of American College camprofessors who faithfully use libraries. No one
doubt that on hundreds of college campuses there are many
will

puses there are
will

many

professors who are not guilty of the grievances outlined above. The
pity is not that a few library-minded professors are wanting, but
rather there are far too many who are guilty. College librarians must
share some of this guilt! Some librarians have perpetuated this situation, for they have become too involved in the mechanics of circulation
procedures, inflexible library regulations, keeping the library a quiet
mausoleum and emeshed in unnecessary clerical routines until they
do not have time to aid their professorial colleagues via giving bibliographical lectures, assisting in the instruction of the use of the library,
making themselves available to discuss with the faculty the strengths
and weaknesses of the collection and encouraging faculty to suggest
improvements in library service.

Professors must realize that the library undergirds the instructional
program. Professors and librarians must create the coalescing loyalty
that will bind them together into a single teaching team which will
create that high standard of excellence for which we yearn in higher
education. With the rapid increase of college enrollments, and the
corresponding pressure on library book collections, professors and
librarians must come to grips with the fact that they are united by

common

interests

and common purposes.

Because of the predicted phenomenal growth in college enrollment
and the alarming shortage of faculty members by 1970, students will
be called upon to assume more responsibility for their learning in
college libraries. It is well that college professors and college librarians
heed this advice from a distinguished administrator of a state university: "In the years ahead, tight budgets may well throw more of the
burden of instruction on librarians by placing greater reliance upon
library materials as sources of information and media for independent
study. Possibly some librarian, who is both imaginative and creative
may develop new techniques and methods by which the library may
better serve large numbers of students in the instructional program." 4
One of the essentialities of the times is for professors and librarians
to join hands in a common cause.

3
Harold Taylor, "The Private World of the
Review, v. 44 (January 7, 1961) p. 18.

Man

with a Book," Saturday

4
Russell H. Seibert, "Status and Responsibilities of Academic Librarians,"
College and Research Libraries, v. 22 (July, 1961) p. 254.

Responsibility of the Scholar*
by
Forrest

"Mourn

not the dead

.

mourn the
The cowed and meek,
But rather

Who see
And dare

Oran Wiggins
.

.

apathetic throng,

the world's great anguish aid

its

wrong

not speak."

These lines, written a little more than a century ago, when the
nation was rent by the impending struggle between the proponents and
opponents of the institution of human slavery, were used to describe
the attitudes of a large segment of the North. The reformer cannot
comprehend how others may lack zeal for the course he espouses. The
writer of these lines, you note, divided those who did not share his
zeal into three classes: the apathetic, the cowed, and the meek.

Today when

is not merely one of national, but global
not less valid. As a nation, except for the
few voices crying seemingly in the darkness, the vast majority of the
citizenry manifest indifference or fear or an overwhelming interest
in security. Today, at the beginning of a new quarter, is a propitious
time to pause in order to examine the aims of education in the light
of the foregoing. We who are most concerned with the educative
process are all too prone, absorbed as we are in the mechanical details

the issue

survival, this division

is

the process, to lose sight of its objectives. Such an examination
a moral imperative; for, indeed, I believe that future historians will
consider this, the age in which we live, as one of the most interesting
and significant in the history of western civilization. Indeed, this is
a period that is pregnant for the greatest good
or the greatest evil.
Sober, objective scientific thinkers assure us that with the instrumentalities now at hand we can either raise mankind to heights before
undreamed of or destroy it utterly.
to

is

—

We need, then, first to assess and to re-examine so that we may
determine what the aims of higher education are and to point out the
role and responsibility of the scholar. In regard to the first, I should
like to state categorically that education has two aims: the training of
intelligence and the instilling of ideals.
Before, however, these
aims can be realized, the teacher as a scholar must first prepare
himself prepare his own mind so that he may critically examine
what has hitherto passed as truth.

—

—

Thinking

an individual job, one that can be done only by the
think is man's prerogative and his deepest moral
obligation. In fact, as an isolated individual, it is the only thing he
can do. To engage in such a venture is fraught with peril, for once a
man begins to think nobody knows where he will come out. This, then,
individual.

*

June

A

is

—

To

speech delivered at the All-College Assembly at Savannah State College,

22, 1961.

10

is the danger of thought: it upsets previous conceptions;
cherished beliefs; it challenges the accepted; it destroys the

it

imperils

false.

say that one's ideas are not his own is but a repeat to truism.
ideas are a part of our intellectual heritage. However, to seek
refuge and comfort from this fact is akin to cowardice. Without a
constant re-examination of basic beliefs in science, in politics, in

To

Our

economics

—

in

every

phase of the

intellectual

—no

life

progress

is

possible.

Assuming

that

men

will

consent to

think

as

persistently

and

doggedly as they are capable, they will surely want to know whether
this is the kind of world in which they wish to live. Do they want a
world where many die of malnutrition in one area, while, in another
part, food is in excess? Do they want a world in which excessive wealth
exists side by side with excessive poverty? Do they want a world
where the more one works the less he eats, and the less he works the
more he eats?

Assuming, again, they wished to think about their world, where
could they turn for the tools for such a critical analysis? The natural
sciences are objective, neutral and impartial. By this the scientist
assures us that science makes no value judgments. It can tell us what
is, not what is worthwhile. Nor can the social sciences, inasfar as they
are sciences modeled after the natural sciences, tell us anything about
values.

Since science does not concern itself with axiology, it can never
decide or help decide any human question on the basis of its desirability. It cannot, for example, perfer slavery to freedom or knowledge
to ignorance. The political scientist is engaged in pure description;
hence, he cannot say that democracy is perferable to fascism or communism. The physical scientist can describe the effects of radiation,
but he cannot, as a physicist, say whether they are good or bad.
In brief, science can never give us more than facts. The acquisition
of facts
as important and indispensable as this may be
is only half
the task for a human being. The responsibility of the scholar is that
of getting all the facts he can muster, but his is a larger and deeper
responsibility.

—

—

If the term were not overused and misused, I should employ the
term "love" to describe the attitude of the scholar. I prefer the term
"moral sensitivity." Moral sensitivity means the infusion of the personality with moral idealism. It means a viewing of the facts,
garnered by science, in relation to a moral whole and a moral end.
Further, and consequently, moral sensitivity refers to the capacity of

the scholar to see beyond the narrow confines of his petty soul, so
that his view will encompass and enfold the whole of mankind as the
only ultimately fit object for human thought. Moral sensitivity demands

courage, courage not only to hold convictions but also as a necessary
counterpart, an open-mindedness that includes the candor necessary to
admit that his most cherished convictions political, social, economic,
scientific

—

—may be wrong.

11

Since the college is the usual habitat of the scholar, we must now
inquire into the role which the college plays in this our critical age.

Obviously education can no longer confine

itself

to

inculcating

the youth of today with the traditions of yesterday. This assumption
of the role of education rested on the premise that society was relatively
static, and that the future would repeat the past. This assumpion is no
longer valid, for all the facts go contrary to it. The youth of today face

both a today and a tomorrow in which past relationships among classes
within nations and among nations are undergoing profound changes.

The demand, therefore, is for a type of college and a type of
education that give as we have stated before an objective account
of the forces operative in the world coupled with the intellectual and
emotional vigor with which to cope with them.

—

—

But instead of meeting their task, our colleges, under the dominacommercial civilization, have deviated from their main true
goal. Their ideal (not that of course in the lofty-sounding "objectives"
stated in the front of most catalogues) is that of providing students
with the techniques of taking a segment of their cultural heritage and
tion of a

selling

it

to the highest bidder.

To be sure the graduates of our college have rather adequately
solved the problem of their own economic security. But such graduates
are truncated, not whole men. They have purchased security at the
price of wholeness and freedom. And being partial, fearful men they
cannot comprehend the complete, unafraid man. What they cannot
understand, they fear. They are fearful of the questions the complete
man may ask afraid that the questions are not only disquieting, but
maybe dangerous to "our way of life."

—

Their ideas are those promulgated by the dominant, minority
interest of the nation who, in order to maintain and perpetuate their domination, control the ideology of the majority. This is

economic

no contemporary phenomenon.

It is,

rather, the pattern of all societies.

This is not fear of intellectualism per se, but only of the brand that
examines and challenges reigning myths.
Still

the critic, the reformer and the crusader are always with us;
as always, they are considered enemies of the state. Like

and today,

Socrates they ask, "Whither goest thou?" If today we ask, "For what
do we spend our natural resources, our technical competence, and our
manpower? Why do we spend the greater part of our national budget
on war both past and future? Why do we have ill-health, disease,
ignorance, slums, and poverty in the richest nation in the world?"
And, like Socrates, those who ask such questions are marked as idle
dreamers, idealists, and egg-heads. If mockery does not suffice, we
still their voice by branding them.

But if the aim of the college is to produce complete men, i.e.
moral men, then, the professor must profess the doctrine of freedom
and wholeness. But the apathetic, the cowed, and the meek cannot
instill the ideal of freedom in the minds of students. One cannot teach
what he does not know, nor instill ideals in which he does not fervently
12

believe.

Neither the cowed nor the meek can teach the methods of

freedom.

One may readily understand the sentiment expressed by, "I can't
afford to stick my neck out." But understanding is a far cry from approval. Those, too, who under a mask of scientific impartiality and
objectivity, disclaim their interest in political action will find themselves the victims of politics. Attempting to attain security in this
manner (witness the plight of the professor under fascism) results
only in insecurity.

Yet the Christian tradition is a deep one and will not be stilled.
Those who are the products of two thousand years of the Christian
heritage have their moral sensitivity developed to such a high degree
that they experience revulsion at the mere thought of a hungry child,
disease-ravaged body, of millions killed in warfare. But moral sensitivity is not enough.
As scholars, with receptive hearts and trained
minds, you will not be content to weep in the dark and alone. Your
courageous intelligence demands that you seek new solutions for
persistent problems, and that you travel new paths in thought and in
action. Thus your voices, now muted, will join the triumphant, mighty
chorus and sing the hymn of humanity.

—

13

John Dewey on the Elementary
School Child
by
Walter A. Mercer

What the best and wisest parent wants for his
own child, that must the community want for all its
children.

Any

other ideal for our schools

and unlovely; acted upon

it

is

narrow

destroys our democracy.

—John

Dewey

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the topic "John Dewey on
the Elementary School Child." Within the limitations of the resources
used and the humble writer's interpretation of those resources, attention
will be given to the following aspects of the topic, namely: (1) the
nature of education, (2) the nature and function of the school as it
elementary school child, (3) the nature of the elementary
school child, (4) the subject matter of education as it relates to the
elementary school child, and (5) the nature and function of method
as it relates to the elementary school child.
relates to the

The Nature of Education
Education is a social process. Through the participation of the
individual in the social consciousness of the race, education proceeds.
Almost at birth this process begins unconsciously and is continually
molding the individual's powers, filling his consciousness, shaping his
habits, "training his ideas," and awakening his feelings and emotions.
Education is the result of the stimulation of the child's powers by the
demands of the situation in which he finds himself. For Dewey, the
individual who is to be educated is a social individual and society
is an organic union of individuals. Psychological insight into the
child's habits, capacities and interests should be the starting point of
education. These habits, interests and powers must be continually
interpreted and translated into terms of their social equivalents.

The Nature and Function of the School
The school

is basically a social institution which should represent
should simplify existing social life. As such, school life
should emerge gradually out of the home life and should take up and
continue the activities with which the child has had previous experience
in the home. Through the life of the community the child should be
stimulated and controlled in his work. The function of the teacher is
to select the influences which should affect the child and to assist him
in appropriately responding to these influences.

present

life.

It
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The Nature of the Elementary School Child
According

to

Dewey, the pupil has

sociological aspects.

From

a

biological, psychological,

biological point

and

the pupil

of view,

ever reaching out to participate in the flow of experience.

He

is

is

not a

made upon him. Psychoand sociologically, the pupil is an organism who has value
experiences and participates in meanings, an experience uncommon to
passive receiver waiting for impressions to be
logically

animals. Basic to the pragmatic conception of the child

is

the genesis

The pupil reaches selfhood

in somewhat the following sequence: (1) beginning with the individual's
biological birth in which he grows and develops at the physiological
acquires language in which he learns to communicate
level, he
2
meaning between individuals and groups, and (3) selfhood emerges
with a core of meaning which relate to this central point of conscious

of selfhood in the individual pupil.

(

)

experience.

The Subject Matter of Education
In all the training or growth of the child, his social life should
form the basis of concentration or correlation. The child can be made
conscious of his social heritage by enabling him to perform those
fundamental types of activities which made civilization what it is.
According to Dewey, in the ideal school curriculum there is no
necessary succession of studies. Since education for Dewey was life,
all life had, from the outset, an aspect of art, an aspect of culture,
a scientific aspect, and an aspect of communication.

The Nature of Method
The central issue with respect to method is the question of the
order of development of the child's powers and interests. For Dewey,
in

the

development of the child's

passive. Conscious impression

nature,

comes

the

active

after expression.

precedes the

Muscular devel-

opment precedes sensory development. Movements come before conFor Dewey, consciousness is primarily motor or
impulsive. The conscious states tend to project themselves in action.

scious sensations.

Concluding Statement
It was the aim of this brief paper to discuss the topic "John Dewey
on the Elementary School Child." Consideration was given to the
following aspects of the topic, namely; (1) the nature of education,
(2) the nature and function of the school as it relates to the elementary

school child, (3) the nature of the elementary school child, (4) the
subject matter of education as it relates to the elementary school child,

and (5) the nature and function of
tary school child.
15

method as

it

relates to the elemen-

The natural or native impulses of the young do
not agree with the life-customs of the group into
which they are born. Consequently they have to be
directed or guided. This control is not the same
thing as physical compulsion; it consists in centering
the impulses acting at any one time upon some
specific end and in introducing an order of continuity into the sequence of acts.
John Dewey

—
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Trends in American Literature
by
J.

Randolph Fisher

Interest in American literature has become worldwide. Scholars
are giving the literature of the United States increasing attention.
Hence a consideration of the chief trends in American literature is
particularly apropos.

Randall Stewart dealth with this topic in 1957. He discovered
and the
critical approach dominates English departments
study of American Literature, substituting for the old historical
approach. The critical approach is commanding attention compelling
emphasis in the literary courses. Certain American writers (Poe,
Whitman, Emerson, Hawthorne, Thoreau, Faulkner) have won marked
eminence in the English curriculum. Hawthorne especially enjoys
greater critical esteem than ever before. In addition to that, more
publication is going on in the American field than ever before. An
unusual number of young scholars have chosen American literature as
a field of endeavor. It is interesting to note with respect to this matter
that Dr. Stewart feels "that too many graduate students, proportionately, have been and still are going into American literature." Continuing with the trends, our literature is being re-evaluated as never

—
—

that the

before. The American Studies Program, which Carl Bode calls the
newest of academic developments, has gained remarkable popularity.

In their excellent American Heritage
pretive History of Our Literature) Leon

(an Anthology and InterHoward, Louis B. Wright,
and Carl Bode designate another major trend: "With Faulkner as its
greatest figure, Ransom as its most influential leader, and the Fugitives
as its central group, the Southern Renaissance is the leading literary
of our generation. Even after reductions have been made,

phenomenon

it still may be as remarkable a fact for this century as New England
Transcendentalism was for the last." Among the giants of the Southern
Renaissance are John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, Donal Davidson,
Merrill Moore, Cleanth Brooks, Robert Penn Warren, Katherine Anne
Porter, Caroline Gordon, Thomas Wolfe, and William Faulkner.

Then there is emphasis on the American road and what Kingsley
Widner calls the naturalistic American Joe in the American novel,
i.e., Faulkner's Light in August (Joe Christmas), Robert Penn Warren's
All the King's Men (Jack Burden, Saul Bellow's The Adventures of
Augie March ( Augie) Robert Gold's The Man Who Was Not With It
(Budd Williams).
,

Presently more books
so, indeed, that John
zine) complains, ".
any
books are being published

much

.

*
II

A.

.

are being published than ever before. So
Fischer (editor-in-chief of Harper's Magarational man could see that far too many
already." Completely in agreement, Albert

Twenty-First Annual Conference of the College Language Association. Panel
Morgan State College. 14 April 1961.
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Van Nostrand The Denatured Novel presents the
manv books are being published for too few readers."
)

|

thesis that

"too

notes a boom in little
Time Magazine
Rosalind Constable
magazines and in paperback editions of books. Life Magazine also
|

I

calls

attention to these trends in

American writing and.

—

in addition,

informs us of a nation-wide poetry boom "Paperbacks have given
poetrv its widest reading audience ever." Kenneth Rexroth argues that
poetrv has become a powerful social force, stimulated chiefly by the
Beatnik influence in American literature. In his uncommonly thoughtprovoking A Casebook on the Beat. Thomas Parkinson gives particular
attention to this matter. He not only presents an able defense for Beat
literature, but he goes on to designate Beat literature as a healthy
influence on and as the dominant trend in present-day American
writing.

So much then for the present trends in American literature.
it mav be enlightening to consider another movement which is
effectively described by Professors Howard. Wright, and Bode: '"To

Finally

make

a bold

summary

of the

main

social trend in

for the past twentv-five or thirtv years,

we could say

American writing
that the grossness

American materialism was described by a distinguished minority
among the novelists, critics, and poets of the 1920"s. that after the
stock market crash almost all these writers, plus a good many more,
indicted the American worship of business, that this showed itself in a
positive sense by general approval of the New Deal, and that finally
the same idealistic impulse which had energized the fight for the
welfare of the "common man" was turned into the worldwide fight
against fascism which culminated in the second great war."
of

Needless to say. there is dissatisfaction among some critics as
American writing. For example. Elizabeth Hardwick "The Decline
of Book Reviewing"
complains that book reviewing in America is
poor in quality: Alfred Kazin ""The Alone Generation') decries "the

to

I

I

I

dimness, the shadowiness. the paltriness in so many reputable novelists:" Allan Angoff (editor of American Writing Today) feels that
American writing has lost the element of protest. But the fact remains
that in this country and abroad interest in and recognition of American literature are greater than ever before.
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VORTEX
by
Luetta Colvin Tpshur

Whorling

into stasis the circle of fire forges
Into oblivion both wonder and oneness.
To torture a world into a mad churning
Of angry heat, unlike Prometheus' love-load.
Waiting not, wasting all. the unblinking rage
Swallows the Sistine and ravishes the rose.

In the unmoving, turgid core careen
the mute symphony.
Frogging into the craving cavern leap row on

The aborted sonnet and

row
Of dreams and hopes and promises and pleas.
Slowly drawn into the concentric whirls of white heat
The mean music of human tears thinly trickles.
Waiting and weighing, the cursing corpses
Glance greedily to grub some wormy grape.
Eddying toward endless whorls of fire and wind,

The

grey, strangled, fetid foetuses fix

Strange stares on tumescence of denial and desire.

The whirr and whish of whirlwind force
Tocsin too shrill for putrescent ears.
Like Leda, they hear only the whip of wind
As it obfuscates deadly thrust of bird.
And undulating flames spiral to weave
Cerement for bitter ceremonial and convoluted pain.
Bloody foam frothes forth from mouth
Meant for murmur and for music.
Burned stumps end Michelangelo's mighty wrists.
Wriggling worms cavort in holes where wonder
Might have enchanted prismatic Cezanne.

Stasis holds the golden note, stilled in silence.

Quicksilver fish fight to free their flash
From flame revolving and revolting.
The core of concentric rage lashes out to enwrap
All

who

trust

and hope by

fire.
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THIS PLAYER, OTHELLO
by
Luetta Colvin Upshur

With blackness
This

Moor

It is

my

To

will

will have no further friendship.
whitewash the ebony of his face.

I

sable coat that sent sweet

Desdemona

ferret out the fair Florentine.

So

I will lay over this pall of night
day-color more seemly to suit the wench.
With marbled cheeks she will have cheer
And blue veins do mark the blood's hot way.

A

So could

it be for all things dark.
Pull aside the curtain. Let in the light.
Allow the mirror to mock all seeming,

And

the play to portray the pith of
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life.

The Use

of Accession Records in

College and University Libraries
Madeline H. Dixon

During the summer of 1960, the Savannah State College Library
began to wonder if some time and energy might not be saved
if the accession record were discontinued. Since this is the era of
labor and time saving devices, we were looking at many of our own
Staff

procedures with a

critical eye.

What is an accession record? It is a numerical record of all books
and pamphlets that have belonged to a library. The library supply
houses have printed forms for this record. In most cases space is
provided for the accession number, author, title, publisher, date, source,
classification number, price and remarks.
Just what purpose does the accession record serve? It is useful for
indicating the number of volumes added to the collection for any
particular period of time, from whom the volumes were purchased,
and what they cost. Since the entries in the record are dated, it serves
as a chronological list of all books the library has ever owned.

The recording
by a

is usually done
work may be so heavy

of the items in the accession record

clerical assistant. If the staff is small, the

it is inconvenient to check as often as is necessary. Since the
source, date and cost are the only items in the accession book which
are not in the shelf list, may it not be possible to add this information
to the shelf list card, or some other record, or to do without the
information altogether?

that

Before our final decision was made, letters were sent to colleges
and universities all over the country. The replies received were helpful,
some detailed, and some both interesting and informative. In order to
assemble the information, a master chart was set up with the following

columns:

Name

Use

of

Accession

Library

Record

on Shelf
List Card

No

Accession
or

Copy
Number

Accession
with
Information

Number

No

but
Accession

Number

Accession

Number
But

No

Accession

Record

Remarks

Copy
Record

Of the 97 replies received, 22 libraries use the detailed accession
record. Seventeen libraries use the accession number with information
being placed on the shelf list. Twenty-five libraries use a copy number
(i.e. copy 1, copy 12.) Twelve libraries use the accession number but
no accession record. Twenty-one libraries in Group I usually just
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stated that the detailed accession record was still used. From one
library it was reported that the staff was ready to dispense with its
use. At another library the record is "useful for inventory." And at
a state college library, the record is a "state requirement for inventory
record." Still another library reports its help with inventory and for

the use of accrediting boards.

Of the libraries in Group II, those using accession number with
information on the shelf-list, one library reported the discontinuance
of the record in 1910. One library uses the procedure of recording
daily catalog statistics on special forms, compiling the same statistics
weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually. Here only the quarterly and
annual reports are permanent. Another library lists only the first and
last numbers on daily records. One library which gave up the detailed
record "twenty or thirty years ago" uses a separate series of numbers
for the bound periodicals. A library in this group keeps a record of
gifts because this is "required." One library does not accession serials
and duplicates at all. For duplicates a copy number is used. The old
accession books of another library have been placed in the manuscript
collection.

Group III libraries use a copy number (e.g. copy 2, copy 7)
instead of an accession number. These libraries were varied in the
procedures used for recording source, price and date of purchase. The
procedures reported were: information is added to shelf -list card;
details of purchase are entered on a copy of the order form and
returned to a "filled orders" file; "a count of the library materials
forwarded to catalog department is kept." One library was just beginning to use the system of copy numbers.

The libraries in Group IV still stamp an accession number in the
books but they do not keep the detailed record book. One library
places the accession number on one of the multiple order forms and
files these forms numerically. For one library the catalog and the
shelf-list are the only permanent records. One library uses numbered
prepunched IBM cards. Several libraries give the first and last numbers used in one given day, separating by category
that is, purchases,
gifts, bound periodicals, etc. One library keeps only a record of the
last numbed used. At the end of the year the number of discards is

—

subtracted from the last

number used. The numbering machine is then
back to offset the discards. So far there has been no problem with
some books having the same accession number.
set

Libraries in Group five use copy numbers (copy 1, copy 2) but
not the consecutive accession numbers. In this category there are
libraries which have never used accession numbers, libraries which
discontinued the accession number as far back as thirty years ago and
libraries which only recently made the change to copy numbers. One
of these libraries keeps a record book by date of orders listing gifts,
bound periodicals, film and microfilm. One library keeps a permanent
file of order cards which is annually placed in a vault for insurance
purposes. In one library the acquisition count begins with the number
one (1) each July 1. Separate counts are made for serials, monographs,
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binding and documents. The date of acquisition is placed on the
and author cards of one library. One library places its only
record of source and price on the order cards which are kept for five
years. Other libraries either keep no infomation concerning purchase
or they place this information on the shelf-list card.
shelf-list

One

library has a procedure which almost places it in an entirely
Here the number used is an order number. The

different category.

same number

is

given to

all

books on a specific order.

The practices of the libraries in Group IV were the ones on which
Savannah State College Library based its final decision. A simple
record sheet was developed to include the date of accessioning, the
purchases, documents,
first and last numbers used, type of acquisition
United States Exchange, gifts, bound periodicals and total volumes
accessioned. Phonorecords were not recorded in this count.

——

In this change of procedure the advantages seem to far outweigh

Much time has
been saved in the process of cataloging. The order information is
available on the order cards which are filed by classification number
and kept for one year. When books are lost or discarded, only the
shelf-list and card catalog are checked. Fines for lost books are based
on replacement cost rather than original cost. Until such time as it is
found that these items of order information are absolutely necessary
and are not available in any other source, this library will operate
without a detailed accession record.

the disadvantages of continuing the old procedure.
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Emerging

— The Core Curriculum —

Implications for Teacher Education
by
Dorothy C. Hamilton

INTRODUCTION
American Goals and Educational Trends
The term "core" as it applies in an educational frame of reference,
American belief in the worth and dignity of each
individual. To simply list the competencies unique to "core teachers"

is

implicit in the

could be insulting, to say the very least. In the process of developing
the thesis of this paper there would necessarily emerge definitive characteristics of the Core Curriculum, or Core Programs, and Core Teaching.
Though maybe not formally stated as such, a Core Philosophy would
become evident in the presentation of pertinent historical factors.

in

The status and welfare of each individual is of primary concern
America, and underlies the value we place on education. The primary

American educational aim

is

to assist

every individual to self-fulfillment,

must be educated. This task of universal
education has been assigned to the public schools of our nation, and is
therefore, every individual

interpreted to

mean through

The American way

at least the

of life

is

secondary school.

based fundamentally upon belief in

the individual, recognition of his rights, and respect for his individuality
society based upon a philosophy of this nature
and personality.

A

demands education

of a wide, broad and effective type; education that
develop appropriate ideals, attitudes, interests, intellectual skills,
information, and understanding; education to promote the intelligent
and effective participation of all individuals in assuring the future of
our nation. It follows, that our well being as a nation is closely connected with the nature, quality and amount of education of all our
will

people.

Toward the realization of these aims, schools continually examine
and re-examine what is being taught, how it is presented, and by whom.
The world of rapid change has made it necessary to consider multiple
variables in the learning situation, and interactions between the individual and situations.

New ideas and new facts concomitant with this modern era help
us realize the need for renovation of the curriculum and subject matter
areas. Twentieth century developments brought about new emphasis
upon subject matter and the process of learning in terms of what is
needed for effective living in the space age.
Traditional teaching experiences that simply added fact upon fact,
presented subject matter areas as if they have no relation to one
another, or transmitted knowledge vertically, were considered inadequate means of meeting American educational goals. In an effort to
more clearly define its goals, public education sought to relate its
procedures to the needs of society.
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In this process, boundaries surrounding areas of knowledge have
been re-examined, along with the re-thinking of basic concepts within
the area. In short, the demands of a changing society necessitated a
ehanged curriculum.

American concern for each individual has necessarily called for
an arrangement of educational experiences that meets varied individual
needs in the regular classroom. Therefore, the secondary school,
though based upon organized bodies of information, seeks nontheless,
to offer varied

and specialized programs of instruction which make

possible a broad, general education.

Toward the realization of American educational goals within the
framework of these new demands of society, many proposals were
made for curriculum organization. Suggestions for the arrangement of
general education in the secondary school were numerous and many
of these innovations did make valid contributions in developing a
unified general education program integrated around broad social-civic
purposes. Of significance was the "break-through" of the Core Curricu-

lum.

The core curriculum has been interpreted in many different ways,
and "core" in its true essence, can indeed be identified with other
curricula adjustments that deem merit. There are certain qualifying
properties which authorities assign this plan. These serve to make
core singular as can be seen in the development of this paper.

Curriculum Organization

—

Educational Goals

to

Serve American

Implications for

the Core Curriculum

School Programs

in Transition

The modern secondary school has many distinguishing characFor example, the
removed from the classical

century building is far
red school-house." Now, its many
low-slung buildings sprawl over several well-landscaped acres. Within,
there are sky-lights and indirect lighting; language laboratories with
their listening booths; teaching machines and other audio-visual faciliteristics.

ties

of

many

kinds, to

name

ultra-twentieth

"little

a few.

Not only have the character and contents of the buildings changed,
what goes on inside them has also changed. Programs of study which
once required the same amount of subject matter for the same length
of time, for every student, took on a "new look" indicative of change
in point of view regarding the educative process. There was the time
when the type of information transmitted in schools was pretty staid,
one professor taught only history courses, another taught just the
mathematics, and neither allowed his field of knowledge to relate in
any way to that of the other. If, through accident, the differing fields
of knowledge were brought to the attention of students, it was only
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had followed the same curriculum as

possible because the teachers
their students.

Knowledge, however, had not remained static. Its scope was increased to the extent that the development of specialists in specific fields
and branches of fields became necessary. Thereby emerged the elective
system and students took a certain number of courses in common with
all other students, and elected the rest of them.
It is not hard to conceive that the primary educational aims may
have become obscure as the specialist confined his interests to a narrow
phase of his field instead of its broad aspects. It follows that boys and
girls were subjected to the process of acquiring factual information
above all, knowledge they seemed unable to apply to any ordinary

experience.
In

remedy

of

this

fault

in

educational procedure,

many

quite

were offered. All suggestions were not so radical,
fortunately, but the general plans for today's secondary education did
evolve from wide-spread influences. Among the National committees
which aided significantly in the development of satisfactory patterns
for secondary education, were:
drastic proposals

'

The Committee

of Ten on Secondary School Studies, 1892
Committee on College Entrance Requirements, 1895-1899
Committee on Economy of Time in Education, 1905-1913
Committee on Six- Year Courses, 1905-1909
Committee on Articulation of High Schools and Colleges, 1910-1911
Committee on Reorganization of Secondary Education, 1913-1918

Presidential

Commission on National Aid

to Vocational Education,

1916-1917
Educational Policies Commission, 1935
President's

Commission on Higher Education, 1946-1947

"These committees, except for the one presidential commission,
were created by the National Education Association with the United
States Office of Education usually cooperating in the work of the
group. The Educational Policies Commission, still functioning as an
agency of the National Education Association, deserves further consideration. This commission, composed of about fifteen nationally known
educators, has for its avowed purpose the formulation of policies for
American education. Its pronouncements, usually in book form, have
encompassed the scope of educational policy. They represent the best
thought of leading educators on matters of major concern in the
establishment and administration of schools."
There followed, other committees, commissions, associations, etc.,
most playing significant roles in this re-organization of secondary
school offerings, content, and method. In the process the subject-centered
approach was found to be unrewarding, as also was the drift to opposite
extremes. The need was seen to avoid these two in their polar extremes,
Alexander, William M. and Saylor,
York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1950,
1
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J.

Galen.

p. 81.

Secondary Education.

New

subject matter emphasis as well as complete integration, and
combine the good elements of each. The development of a sort
of theory resulted, that allowed subject matter areas to be retained in
the curriculum, not to be taught as ends in themselves, but as contributors to achieving the objectives of education.

total

instead,

Practical application of this theory is embodied in the core
curriculum. This can be sensed in the following discussion by Alberty:
1

The center of orientation is the student and his world
rather than the refined system of knowledge of the world of
adults. The democratic school is seeking to build characteristics of personality such as creativeness, cooperativeness,
social sensitivity, ability to think reflectively, and tolerance.
These values are best achieved when the actual vital experience of the student in living his life in the home, the school,
and the community is made the center of his curriculum. To
attempt to achieve them by centering exclusively upon accumulated race experience tends to promote mere verbalism and
frequendy to set up a dualism between the life of the student
and the work of the school. Achieving democratic values is a
matter of living them, and of reflecting upon the experiences
that are being lived."

For the most part, at least among authorities, there resulted a
descent in subject-matter-centered curricula. Some improvements followed. The Broad-Fields Curriculum, for example. This was a trend
toward a more functional, unified conception of the learning process,
though not completely satisfactory. Its greatest strength was in its
trend toward the disintegration of subject matter.
efforts to modify the curriculum in addition to
of which served to pave the way for the core
specifically, however, the "core idea" had its roots

There were other
the Broad-Fields,

curriculum.

More

in efforts to define

all

and determine general education.

The following excerpts should serve to substantiate core's originamore specific references to core.

tion as well as lay a foundation for

Faunce and Bossing 2 say:

"Two major developments in educational thinking within
the past three decades, particularly, have done much to give
form to the core idea. The first of these has been the growing
emphasis upon what has become known as general education.
There appears to be quite general agreement among educators
that the term general education refers to that part of the
educational program designed to meet the needs of all pupils,
in contradistinction to the education provided to meet each
pupil's special needs.
'Alberty,

Harold.

Reorganizing the High-School Curriculum.

New York:

The Macmillan
2

New

Co., 1950, p. 108.
Faunce, Roland C. and Bossing,

Nelson

Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1958,

p. 49.
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Developing the Core Curriculum.

On

the other hand, there has been a wide divergence of
as to what the nature and pattern of this general

judgment

education should be. Many writers hold to the point of view
that general education should represent a definite pattern
of subjects required of all pupils. Others would accept a
minimal-essentials body of subject matter content presented
in some pattern of possible broad fields organization, while
still others would accept a common body of type-problemlearning experiences to which all pupils should be exposed as
the meaning and form of general education. This latter
concept of general education has conformed most closely to
the modern core ideas."
Just as other curricula patterns have served advantageously in
the development of the core curriculum, they have also resulted in

regarding

confusion

its

adoptions.

In

the

refinement

of

teaching

methods identified unquestionably with core teaching practices, Alberty
and Lurry list the following purposes to be served:
]

The core

Grow

1.

in

essentially

is

designed to help the adolescent:

understanding and in competent performance

of his obligations as a member of the family, the community, the state, the nation, and the world.

Grow

2.

in understanding of democratic principles; in skill-

through his own problems and helping to
think through problems common to his group, and in
appreciation for and willingness to improve democracy
as a way of life.
fully thinking

Grow

3.

in the skills

ciples involved

in

and knowledge

of social

and moral prinand other

getting along with himself

people."

The seriousness and complexity of world events and problems
render increased demands upon American education. Solution of some
of the problems is still remote. Forthcoming solutions that hold
promise will without doubt be based upon the nature of our society
and the role of education; the nature of children and how they
develop; the values our society asks schools to teach; the process of
learning and the content of teaching. Already in align with such
considerations is the core curriculum.

Organizing the Curriculum Arounds the

Needs of Youth

Problems of the Adolescent
Public education has long been in the perplexing position of
its methods to acceptable educational goals in a changing
world. To do this satisfactorily, agreement has to be reached as to
relating

1

gram.

Developing a High School Core ProJ. and Lurry, Lucile L.
York: The Macmillan Co., 1957, pp. 28-29.

Alberty, Elsie

New
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what is important and relatively permanent about the nature of men.
There is the need, then, for educational goals to reflect human needs.
Teaching procedures that serve educational goals must also be consistent with the psychological

There
of

is

man and

needs of youth.

continuing disagreement over the essential characteristics
adolescent behavior is even more difficult to exclusively

classify.

Secondard education has advanced to the place where primary
from a consideration of isolated segments of the
student and subject matter, to problems centered around the unified
individual and his well-being. Curriculum considerations that are based
upon the student as a human being facing real problems of adjustment
interest has shifted

come

closest to the capture of elusive adolescent behavior. In the
democratic way of life it is essential not only that adequate educational
opportunity be afforded each individual, in addition, the school must
also help its youth face and solve life's problems.

From

the field of psychology comes significant contributions that
responsibility of the school to a type of development in
harmony with the needs of each individual who attends the school.
Dr. David Segel, United States Office of Education interprets frustrations in adolescent youth, in collaboration with Dr. George W. Albee,
of the American Psychological Association. Dr. Segel
says:
direct the

]

"If all youth in the United States are to complete the
secondary school program, the means must be found for the
avoidance of frustration. A large percentage of youth now

out of school and many of those in school are frustrated. The
school of the future must have two procedures to do the job
of universal education. One is to carry on a program of
education which fits as nearly as possible both the needs of
society and the needs of the individual and thus reduce the
number of potentially frustrated youth. The other is to provide
services which will identify and treat individuals who cannot
accept such educational procedures so that they can be adjusted in the school program or be otherwise guided into
situations

more

fruitful to

them."

Secondary school youth in adolescence possess certain characwhich make their needs urgent and peculiar to their age.
Knowledge and understanding regarding the patterns of growth and
development during this period are of distinctive importance to the
secondary schools and its teachers.

teristics

The commissions on Secondary Schools and Research Service

2

four areas of agreement which should permeate the
plans for program development and improvement in all school systems.
Agreements numbered (2) and (4) are pertinent here. These are:
feel that there are

1

Segel,

Education.

David. Frustrations in Adolescent
Issue Number 1051.

Youth.

United States Office of

1954.

2
The Junior High School Program. A Joint Study Conducted by the Commission on Secondary Schools and the Commission on Research and Service. The
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Atlanta, 1958, p. 3.
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"2.

The curriculum
different

from

of

the

junior high

school

should

be

that of the senior high school or the ele-

mentary school. The bases for

this contention are two-

high school serves a unique group
of boys and girls, quite different developmentally from
elementary children and from adolescents in senior high
school. Second, the purposes of the junior high school
vary considerably from those of the other two units.
fold. First, the junior

4.

The junior high

school

program should be geared

specifi-

the problems, concerns and interests of the
pre-adolescents and early adolescents and to the impacts
cally

to

of society upon their lives. The uniqueness of this age
group and the many unusual, pressing problems which
arise in their daily living

demand

in the school as well as in the

A

priority consideration

home."

marked identifying
same person he was as
a child, but he is confronted with new urges, interests, values and
new patterns of physical growth, and he becomes increasingly sensitive
to his needs. The adolescent finds that discarding childhood behavior
closer look at the adolescent reveals certain

characteristics. Basically, the adolescent is the

patterns to meet the needs of behavior appropriate to his years may
cause considerable concern. He not only faces the problem of changing
his behavior pattern, but also problems resulting from the reaction of

others toward

him and

his behavior patterns.

In brief, the physical, emotional and mental characteristics of the
adolescent are inconsistent with any pattern, and it is an aim of
education to assist youth, in spite of these patterns which seem deviant
to adults, toward wholesome life-adjustment.

The literature of secondary education includes a large body of
studies that attempt to identify the needs of youth as bases for educational planning. Saylor and Alexander
list them as reported by the
1

"1.

and those understandings and attitudes that make the worker an intelligent and productive participant in economic life. To this
end, most youth need supervised work experience as well
as education in the skills and knowledge of their occupa-

All youth need to develop salable skills

tions.

and maintain good health and

2.

All youth need to develop
physical fitness.

3.

All youth need to understand the rights and duties of the
citizen of a democratic society, and to be diligent and
competent in the performance of their obligations as

members

of the

community and

citizens of the state

and

nation.
1

Op.

Cit.

Alexander and Saylor, pp.

106-7.

Educational Policies Commission, entitled Education for

Youth:
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all

American

youth need to understand the significance of the
family for the individual and society and the conditions
conducive to successful family life.

4.

All

5.

All youth need to

know how to purchase and use goods
and services intelligently, understanding both the values
received by the consumer and the economic consequences
of their acts.

6.

All youth need to understand the methods of science, the
influence of science on human life, and the main scientific facts concerning the nature of the world and of man.

7.

All youth need opportunities to develop their capacities
to appreciate beauty, in literature, art, music, and nature.

8.

All youth need to be able to use their leisure time well and
to budget it wisely, balancing activities that yield satisfactions to the individual with those that are socially
useful.

9.

All

youth need

to

develop respect for other persons, to

grow in their insight into ethical values and principles,
and to be able to live and work cooperatively with
others.
10.

All youth need to grow in ability to think rationally, to
express their thoughts clearly, and to read and listen with
understanding."

It is most important in the educative process that the needs of
youth are met. The contents of the core program are common needs,
problems, and interests of adolescents. According to Alberty and
Lurry:
]

"It is the position of the writers that the adolescent-needs
concept provides a sound basis for reorganizing general education. As was pointed out earlier, nearly everyone gives lip
service to the idea that the high school should help all youth
develop to their fullest possible extent as citizens of a democracy. If this idea is to become a reality, groups concerned with
reorganizing the high school curriculum will have to give
considerable attention to developing an understanding of the
adolescent in our confused culture."

goes without saying that for school programs to take on the
and characteristics that lend themselves to the successful
life-adjustment of youth, teachers need competencies that are correspondingly distinguishing. Core teachers are directly concerned and
associated with the adolescent and need competencies over and beyond
those needed by all teachers. Competencies unique to core teachers will
be discussed in the following section.
It

qualities

1

Op.

Cit.

Alberty and Lurry,

p. 22.
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:

Competencies Unique

Core Teachers

to

Factors That Make Core Teaching Singular
There have been efforts to this point to do the following things:
background developments of the core curriculum and
core programs; and, 2) discuss the basic needs, motivations and
problems of adolescence. The purpose here was to show how educators
were progressively able to recognize more clearly the problems of how
schools can contribute more effectively to the development of healthy
personalities in children and youth. Because the core program is designed as a particular arrangement of general education in the secondary school, adolescent development was directly pointed up.
1) Briefly sketch

In addition to these considerations it seems only logical, at this
examine teacher competencies. These, it seems, would depend
upon the job she has to do. A look at this reveals that the teacher's
essential problem is that of creating a situation where the individual
learner has experiences that present the greatest possibility for him to
change his behavior, and then in directing him with regard to his basic
feelings, his needs, potentialities, and maturation, so that maximum
development of the desired changes in behavior is produced.
stage, to

Core

activities, as

discussed by

of learning environment.

He

Gwynn

}

seem

to provide this sort

says:

"In order to achieve this so-called 'social integration,'
these educators propose the core curriculum. This core would
be centered around a certain area or areas of study, such as
the social studies, for example, and would be required of all
pupils in order to give

them further

light

upon the common

problems of citizenship in this country. Another purpose of the
core curriculum would be to develop school programs in terms
of social and individual needs and interests of pupils. In conjunction with the study of the life problems of youth and of
the problems and resources of local communities, the develop-

ment of

social living

is

important."

Competencies of core teachers can further be examined

in light

of specificities peculiar to core programs, as well as an authoritative
2
definition of the term core. Alberty and Lurry define the core in the

following manner:

"The term core will mean: a development consisting of
broad preplanned problem areas, or resource guides from
which are selected learning experiences in terms of the psychobiological and societal needs, problems, and interests of students."
Characteristics of the core

and Lurry

3
:

program are

also sighted

from Alberty

They are

Gwynn, J. Minor. Curriculum Principles and Social Trends.
Macmillan Company, 1950, p. 165.
2
Op. Cit. Alberty and Lurry, pp. 29-42.
3
Op. Cit. Alberty and Lurry, pp. 29-42.
1
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New

York: The

:

1.

A

block of time ranging from 1/3

day

is

-

1/2 the

total school

alloted to core;

2.

Teacher-pupil planning as well as teacher-teacher and
pupil-pupil planning is a characteristic method of the
core;

3.

The problem solving approach

is

of democratic living as the core
4.

Common

needs, problems

and

this society are the content or
5.

paramount as a process
program is developed;

interests of adolescents in
scope of the core program;

The exploration of common problems, the meeting of
common needs and the widening of interests in the core
program utilizes subject matter from all pertinent fields
of knowledge;

6.

The core

7.

Individual and group guidance are integral parts of the
core program.

8.

Evaluation is a cooperative,
process in the core program;

9.

The fundamental

skills

terms of the use

made

is required of all pupils regardless of special
needs, problems and interests;

continuous,

and creative

are broadly defined and taught in
of them in the core program;

A

10.

wide variety of resources in men, materials and
techniques are used to promote learning in the core
program; and,

11.

The democratic value system
program.

From

is

the basis of the core

the definition and listed characteristics, it would seem that
programs quite definitely need teachers who have compe-

effective core

and beyond those needed by all teachers. There is agreement
from the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
They go further and list competencies needed by effective core teachers
tencies over

1

"In summary, the following competencies appear to be
needed by the effective core teacher:
Ability to provide activities and learning opportunities
which pupils are encouraged to affiliate with each other,
both for solving mutual problems and for having fun together
in

Ability to

make some measure

of approval

and success

possible for every learner

Ability to provide the pupils with constructive

means

of

releasing aggressions

Ability to sense developmental levels of adolescents and to
gear experiences to these levels
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Core Teachers for Secondary Schools, 1955, p. 23-4.
1
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Preparation of

Ability to begin with the immediate
learner's present world

and

to help

and concrete

in the

him develop from them

patterns of generalization

Ability to help adolescents identify their problems and to
gear learning to real (individual) purposes.
utilizes to the maximum matters of contemporary
Textbooks serve as guides and resources, and exploration, experimentation and problem solving are "by-words" in this classroom. Core
programs are planned on individual bases, as far as possible, so the
teachers uses many different approaches to teaching, recognizing that

The core teacher

life.

several kinds of learning take place simultaneously. One method is
never relied upon. The core teacher continually adapts her procedures
to the varying method of the material, the shifting problems of the
students, and the particular purpose at the moment. The method used

from methods for stimulating
systematic thought. This requires planning and the core teacher plans
extensively, not only of the courses as a whole, but of each day's class.
Such are the practices that are common to the core teacher, and require
for establishing fundamental fact differs

competencies

uncommon

to all teachers.

In conclusion, the core teacher

May, 1959, Phi Delta Kappan,

what Oliver E. Graebner,
"tough-minded."

is

calls,

in the

Competencies that effective core teaching requires point toward

new

challenges at the teacher preparation level. Such considerations
could constitute an entirely new study. It does seem significant to add
here that the preparation of teachers should be one of the most highly
valued activities on any college campus, armed with quality educational opportunities to better serve

American

ideals.
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Association for Super-

Concatenation (A "C" Concentrate)
by
Sylvia E.

Bowen

This series of converging ideas comprises a compendium of reemerging from concentration. Concentration channels the
complex combinations of concepts, convictions, contradictions and
conjectures of the astute mind into a mental corral of succint and
concise orderliness which alone conserves coherence and consistency.
So many factors form concentric circles controlling the consequences
flections

and continuity of existence.

The biggest factor of all is Christ, the Core, the Cohesive, the
Where would we be without Him? Chaos would close in
upon us. Catacylsmic results would descend upon us and submerge us
to convulsive doom. Concentration upon Him elevates us and counterbalances the confusion which confronts us on every side. Cause and
effect seem somehow to assume the right proportions the more we
Catalyst.

cleave to His conjugal companionship.

Then there is Capitalism at the helm steering us into canals whose
waters are unpredictable. Conscientious contributors to this state of
affairs find themselves constantly criticized for tenets which seem to
be out of tune with the common good. Conversely, there is communism.
Cancerous in concept, it influences the lives of too large a per cent
of the global population. Can the co-existence of these two opposing
states culminate in the correction of all bad or in the composite of all
good? Is compromise consistent with convictions which stem from
clear-cut thinking? Convictions which compel? Create, if you can,
conditions which will compensate for these controversial components
in our sociological configuration.
Yet, whether there be Christ, or Capitalism, or Communism which
our conceptions, conceits, characteristics or consciences,
there are numerous other factors common to the lives of all of us.
There are Character, Conduct, Companionship, Complacency and
Cowardice, Courage, Courtship, Connubiality, Consanguinity, Conquest,
calibrates

Currency, Competency and Countless Constituents congruently combining to chart our course categorically as catastrophic or consummating.

Character is the acceptance and rejection of cummulative teaching,
learning, discernments, rationalizations and rehabilitations. It emphasizes introspection, evaluation,

reconnoitering, retreats and advances.

a collection of retrospections and gleanings. It stabilizes yearnings
wants and wishes. It accentuates positive thinking. It assimilates the
philosophies of such master teachers as Christ, Plato, and Confucius.
It is

disseminates altruism, philantrophy, beatification. It has no graduano culminating activity. It is perpetual growth, progressive
awareness, constant response to the demands of the terrestial classroom
and the celestal workshop. Character is the impetus that drives to the
achievement of apparently unattainable goals. It pushes and catapults
It

tion day,
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mind into unheard of vistas and reverses itself as readily to lift up
those whose hopes are gone, whose visions are stagnating, whose
successes seem perpetually elusive and whose motivations are negative.
the

Character unburdens the soul and spearheads peace of mind where
reign and disaster threatens. Character is simultaneously
compromising and uncompromising. Character is the capacity to rise
and fall and rise again; to win and lose and not give up, to fight the
swirling currents and retain a sense of direction, to run the obstacle
course with sustained endurance, to smile at intrigue without resentment, to catalog confidences without betrayal, to chide without condemning, to be neither crafty nor cunning nor cruel nor caustic nor culpable.
Character is non-corrosive. No rust nor dust nor mold deposits. Dampness sometimes settles there, but the candent nature of character
consumes the moisture and the full candescent glow is radiant as
cadence is again restored compelling, commandeering, congealing,
captivating Character.
conflicts

Conduct defies description.

many

cooperative cogitations.

is

It

It is

the

the cogent combination of so
outward and apparent reaction

concomitant forces of the environment. It is frequently nonunexplainable and unacceptable.
It is conceivably and
necessarily individualistic. It has the unfortunate complexion of being
to the

analytical,

obvious, objective and vulnerable. Were it ostensibly subjective, perits status would be more generally unquestioned and tolerated.
Why do we conduct ourselves as we do? Why? Do we, ourselves
really know? Do we accept ourselves? Do we face facts?
bold,
bare, unequivocal facts? Or, do we twist and distort facts to shunt them
into some other beliefs? Do we react according to convictions, conscience and selective thinking? Do we accept and adopt pseudo-patterns
or stereotyptic modes, mores, fads, and fashions?

haps

.

More than

who

.

.

the authoritative judge or authentic
that much? Who possesses the
full body of knowledge of the inner workings of the mind?
enough to qualify him as an arbiter or one's conduct? To be sure
there is the so-called accepted procedure of managing one's self which
in generally thought of as proper or conformative. And it is also true
that there is a marked difference between the law-breaker and the
law-abider, between the saint and the sinner, between the bum and the
gentleman, between the crude and the refined, between the uncouth
and the well-bred, between the boor and the polished. But just
did these differences begin? Say! then friend: "There but for
the grace of God go I" and conduct yourself accordingly.
all

this,

judicator of conduct?

is

Who KNOWS

.

.

.

WHERE

How does Companionship evolve? Do like things repel and unlike
things attract when people are the poles? Does conduct set the stage?
Do Crowds? Does Solitude? Contemplating, it seems that each competes for priority. There is no loneliness so intense as that experienced
in a crowd. We cower beneath its crushing club. Loneliness IS a
crowd. We cringe at the contemptuous contortions of emotional counterpoints. The epitome of screeching loneliness can be most concretely
connoted in a boisterous, cunning, conniving, conspicuously conspiring
crowd. Combustible outcomes may occur. On the contrary, solitude is
36

behavior patterns. Solitude can be as
destructive as the most calculating conspirator. Significantly, however,
a steady virtual companionship can assert itself in solitude. No distractions mar the communion. Giant spiritual benefits are obtained in
in itself a deserter of controlled

Crowds,

solitude.

too, are capable of furnishing their share of

Some

panionship.

spiritual coronas

classified

crowds confer

cultural,

emotional

comand

on our cloudy or clouded horizons. They are capable,

too, of reinstating the living corpse into a living vitalizing force

.

.

.

Yes! Crowds and solitude do contest for honors in the adequate supply
of companionship. Seek both then, at intervals, to balance the ledger
satisfactorily.

Then again. Companionship has its own unique characterization.
segmented. Creeds and credo dictate the extent of our companionship. Desires select. Love isolates. Just being in the company of another
It is

companionship. Likes discriminate. Some
must color the acclimation of personalities. Tangible
or abstract communication must be present. Pressurized compartments
spend themselves easily, effortlessly, gratifyingly. Calm pervades the
air surrounding genuine companionship. At times, silence speaks so
person

is

common

not necessarily

interests

many

words, so many weighty, meaningful, significant words. Mere
impulses can set up a chain of communication. Ambiguities dissipate
like a fleeting comet. Understandings crystallize. Fear lurks in the
shadows, menacingly, but only fear of the deprivation of such celestial
contentment, such singular collaboration of all the complements and
compositions of this harmonious concert of human sharps and flats
Companionship.
and chords
.

.

.

Complacency and Cowardice are partners
tribute to

morales.

in crime. Both conof the human race, human morals and
courageous citizen of any country should boast of either

the deterioration

No

Complacency is an inactive yeast which renders flat the
and cowardice is the false face of courage. Cowardice slips with slinking gait into the paths of the spineless and impenetrable braggodocia. Curtains fall and rise but the performance
always flops, neatly fizzles; where cowardice or complacency stealthily
stalks. Passiveness and complacency are not akin. Passiveness is an
active opposition to the unaccepted patterns of mores and customs.
Complacency looks on speechlessly, emotionlessly, and docilely. Cowardice assists by convincing the complacent that the line of the least
resistance is the more effective. Complacency is a state of inertness
which reflects the lack of a conscientious adjustment to a changing
environment. Complacency is giving up. Giving up is death, death in a
world where living is a commodity and where the essence of existence
is the courage to be up and thinking and doing and studying and
working and changing and constructing and living. Burn an effigy to
Complacency and Cowardice.
ingredient.

bread of

initiative,

Courage emerges when cowardice and complacency have been
gain momentum and

annihilated. Companionship helps courage to
character gives it the forward thrust. Courage

or confused with bravado.

is

not to be identified

Bravado may be a form of fool-hardiness,

—

but not so courage. Courage sparks the plugs of action to do, to dare,
to die. Courage conceals special equipment, forethought, deep thought,
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—

instantaneous thought always a degree of thought. Thought circumcircumvents, conjectures, chooses critically, concludes wisely
and logically. Wisdom is a blue print for concentrated thinking. Knowledge is a scale. Courage collaborates with wisdom and knowledge in
prescribing a formula for the problem. Courage can be acquired or
developed or synthetically compounded. Courage leads in all battles
mental, emotional, physical or spiritual. God reminded Joshua to be
of good courage. This reminder indicates that there may be a kind of
courage which is not good. How so? Is courage not in itself good?
Or is the modifier here used to emphasize the degree of intensity of the
courage,
courage which is suggested or commanded? So be of
STRONG courage, UNBEATABLE courage, UNYIELDING courage.
Courage is a coat of armor, a strong impenetrable coat. Courage is
not a blockade; it is an attack, a barge, a viaduct, a river, a bridge, a
road, a link, a connection to something stronger, more lasting, more
abiding. Courage cries "EXCELSIOR!"
scribes,

.

.

.

GOOD

Courtship is like a tonic or a vitamin or a hormone. It invigorates
or revitalizes or rejuvenates. It gives new zest to birds and bees and
beasts. It comes sometimes unexpectedly and sometimes unannounced
but always with anticipation and welcome. Like a fresh spring breeze
it dilates the eyes and cushions the delicate underpinnings of the heart.
It charms the unsuspecting and the suspecting with equal ease. It punctuates the story of life and love. Courtship is not jet-propelled but
changing from gear to gear, it sets the locomotive of emotion gliding
gracefully, smoothly, gently into a world beyond these banal terrestial
environs into a sphere of its own peculiar ionization. Elegantly it
drapes its enveloping garb of royalty and loyalty about the shoulders
of the responsive and prudent. Caressingly it embraces the non-resisting,
exuberant captive be it neophite or veteran.

—

Courtship inhabits where halls of invitation beckon without treachdeceit or guile. Courtship elicits many qualities of mind and
imagination which here-to-fore remained locked up or concealed for
want of the proper stimuli or motivations. Courtship springs up from
many reservoirs, from varied streams, from turbulent or tranquil
waters. It lurks not threateningly, but advances cautiously at first and
gradually gains temerity to express itself confidently and decisively. It
ery,

challenges the capricious, the reticent, the reserved, the apathetic, the
pessimist and the optimist. It always blooms; sometimes into flowers,
sometimes just buds, but there is always evident change for the better.
Courtship may lead into lasting gardens of love and persist to advanced
stages of perennial love. Spread the welcome mat for Courtship.

Connubiality is the architectural design after which the very
structure of our society is patterned. It is the foundation of civilization.
It is the reservoir of love and life and lasting good. Like Alpha and

Omega,

it is the beginning and the end. Like architecture it may be
Ancient or Egyptian or Greek or Roman or Gothic or Colonial or
Modern. It has a universal period or identification. It survives, with
unparalled and undiminishing majestic beauty, through the cultures of
all periods or ages. It is the paradise which is known to many and
sought by all. It goes on and on and on. It is not man-made. It is of
divine origin and perpetuation. Man's twisted and covetous mind has
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injected many lascivious patterns and concupiscent interpretations. Yet
the sanctum of the connubial relationship remains unscathed. Connubiality is not an isthmus, nor an island, nor a bay, nor a river, nor a
sea, nor an ocean. It is the totality of all waters of all sizes or natures
which supply the waters of satisfactory living and quench the thirsts
of Red or Black or Yellow or White. Connubiality is the seed sown on
good ground which brings forth a hundred fold and takes new roots

and reproduces and replenishes the earth

in

order to

fulfill

man's need

for himself. Covet Connubiality!

Consanguinity is the offspring of connubiality. It is the culmination
or realization of connubiality. These two string along hand in hand
cognizant of their interdependence. One is the experiment and the
other is the laboratory in which the experiment is performed. One is a
hypothesis and the other a conclusion. One is the collection of data
and the other is the source of the sampling. Measure for measure each
attests to the validity of each. The wheel of fortune spins for each
and the wealth is mutually shared. Consanguinity resembles both a
bibliography and an encyclopedia. Connubiality is more like a cataloging system. Consanguinity has the powerful function of providing
the links for the chain of connubiality. The relationship is a circular
one with its special laws of permutation. Consanguinity is a fixture.

Conquest is a desire or drive or need or the comingling of all
prompted nations and individuals. It motivates the young
and the old. It may be aimed at very tangible and materialistic
targets
the people or land or possessions of varied types, or it may be
directed toward intangible or elusive objectives
like power or popularity or liberation of the libido. Conquest may be subjective when the
extirpation of bad habits or objectionable behavior is mandatory.
Conquest may be two-faced when it is substituted for obvious deficiencies or shortcomings. It serves as a sedative to calm a turbulent sense
three. It has

—

—

of guilt or weakness. It sublimates the conflicting, confusing, convicting
impulses of the libertine. Conquest may result in a paralyzing dilemna.
Conquest has its virtues when the betterment of the majority is an end
product. It always stipulates measures of conformity which may anesthetize the conquered or freeze his potential. Conquest occasionally has

antitodal qualities.

— "as long as
—
read "as long
has made history —

there is life there is hope" may well be
modified to
as there is life there will be conquest."
Conquest
ancient, medieval and current. It shall
continue to make history. All conquest is not historically recorded,
but all conquest does make history. The annals of the mind and heart
record, indelibly, events too voluminous for publication, too confiden-

The adage

for revelation, too precious for dissemination. Breathes there a
with soul so abbreviated and unimaginative that never has he
conceived of conquest. If so, let him wilt away for he never should

tial

man

have bloomed

Conquest is as inevitable as oxygen in the air.
the conquered change places many times. Breathing
freely and suffocation are respectively interchanged. This convolutive
picture dominates the procession of Conquest.
at

all.

The conquerer and
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Currency fits into this panorama because it is the mold in which
the distinctive features of so many factors of life are molded or cast
or shaped, or developed, or strengthened, or weakened, or augmented
or consumed. It wields a mighty hand. It suggests or commands, forbids
or engenders, extenuates or extorts, depresses or exults, condones or
condemns, conduces or corrupts, rehabilitates or destroys, supports or
usurps, helps or deters. Currency sings a unique song. Its chants
permeate the materialistic atmosphere of all with whom it has to deal,
and it has to deal with every one of us in some degree. Currency has
many friends and no enemies. This is itself unique the unprecedented
position of having no enemies. Currency has so many attributes that
it can be wisely and unashamedly coveted as a friend in need and in
deed. Christ, Himself, described only the 'love' of it as evil but not
the commodity itself. This love is a form of lust and any lusting after
is evil and must stem from evil roots. Remember 'the LOVE of money
not the money. Currency attained or earned
is the ROOT of all evil'
or saved or invested or contributed or however unreprovingly acquired
has value and virtue and wears valiant spurs. The wheels of the
gigantic machinery of civilization chug confidently to the steady

—

—

rhythm and cadency of Currency.

Competency is the capacity to accrue the maximum efficiency
from the mechanism of knowledge. It is the conveyer belt which
assembles and coordinates information, education and mother wit. It
functions not in a vacuum but needs the media of challenge, motivation,
inspiration, curiosity and compensation. It is the conversion factor in
otherwise meaningless, disconnected and incongruent data. Competency
is not relegated to any particular class but distributes itself among
the poor, the rich, the meek, the haughty, the menial, the lordly, the
apprentice and the experienced. It is the high frequency tones of
arduous endeavor and the sonorous sonatas of ultimate accomplishment. Competency is a transformer for all mental energies and reduces
the coefficient of friction to the optimum minimum. It is not an abstraction but realistic, tangible and probable. It is the "hole in one,"
the "touchdown," the "home run" the "grand slam," the "checkmate,"
the "boston," the "summa cum laude." It is dominant
not recessive,
acquired not inherited. Competency is the base of any success system.
Competency underestimates no elements but integrates them all critically
from the infinitesimal of the infinite. Every one can attain Competency.

—

—

The Countless Constituents of concurrently complex conditioning
circumstances congruently combining to chart our course categorically
as catastrophic or consummating have many variegated patterns. It is
impossible to enumerate them all. They transcend the scope of the
physical or the cosmic. They are all in the batter of the bread of life
alternately culminating in happiness or gloom. A few may be: a rainbow, a cloud, cheer, beauty, hope, despondency, ugliness, despair,
ancestry, riches, poverty, genius, idiocy, stature, strength, weakness,
imagination, acumen, muteness, articulation, deformity, perfection,
talent, confidence, mistrust, hate, love, kindness, cruelty, consideration,

disdain, comfort, misery,

generosity,
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miserliness,

frugality,

wasteful-

ness, pleasure, suffering, health, disease, tolerance, intolerance,

ignorance,

ambition,

wisdom,

indulgence, specialization,
ineptitude, diligence, indolence, indifference, ardor, or any component
complementary to the concentric circles controlling the consequences
and continuity of existence.
initiative,

docility,
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Improving Teacher Education Through
Selective Recruitment and Admission:
A Review of Research Findings
by

Velma V. Watters
That a need for strengthening programs of teacher education
That college-wide responsibility is needed for this
task is becoming increasingly evident each day. That the improvement
of recruitment and admission practices in teacher education is being
explored with vigor today is revealed by the voluminous research on
this subject. Therefore, this study has been designed to acquaint the
reader with findings from existing studies in the area of selection,
recruitment, and admission to teacher education.
exists is obvious.

In order to make a more thorough appraisal of the program of
teacher education there is the urgent need, it seems, to re-examine recruitment and selective admission practices to determine whether the
most effective procedures are being adequately utilized; to decide what
next steps to take; to consider seriously meaningful ways of working
together to bring about change; to secure and skillfully use suitable
resources and facilities until substantial improvement is made.

THE PROBLEM
If teacher education institutions will give serious attention to
procedures employed in the process of selective recruitment and admission, one of their primary purposes will be accomplished.

Horton (5) points

this out

by saying:

now

stands some rather poor specimens are
permitted to enter the ranks of student teaching. Some
have no desire and no intention to teach while others are
The
physically and emotionally unstable and unfit.
obvious cases are easily detected but little formal effort is
made to analyze personalities, detect their strengths and
weaknesses, and screen and guide students accordingly.
Careful selection, specific and scholarly preparation and
these constitute the acceptable roots
life-long dedication
into every recognized profession

As

it

—

.

Barnett and Martin
teacher education:

(

1

)

.

.

emphasized the need for selection

.
.an honest look at teachers, sometimes forces us to
believe that sometimes, persons enter teaching because
of emptiness in their own lives which they, unconsciously
.

probably, try to fill through entering into and dominate
the lives of others. Because we believe that teachers
perpetuate their kind, we should seek and deliberately
plan to attract only the most capable, creative students
We do not know all the criteria for selecting such indi.

viduals.
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.

.

in

At present many poor prospects are permitted

to go into teaching.
of these persons are status seekers. Others are following the
dictates of parents; while many are using the profession as a means
to an end. According to Shane, Callis, and Meridith (7) money, time,
frustration and disappointment on the part of many students could be
abolished if high standards of selection were followed.

Some

Barnett and Martin (1) also assert:

The usual

practice in

many

colleges

and

universities

freshmen to evaluate achievement, aptitude, mental maturity, and personal adjustment. How
often these test results are used by the teacher of the
students would probably be an interesting statistic. Perhaps, it would be correct to say that this information is
utilized, for the most part, when students have real difficulties and expert diagnosis is needed to effect a cure.
The test data are infrequently used in the prevention of
to give tests to

is

difficulties.

In relation to this problem, Barnett and Martin (1) state:

Despite high standards of selection in many instithere is a decided need to devise even better
means of identifying factors which provide a reliable
basis for deciding who shall be admitted to professional
tutions,

training.

Many problems await today's teachers. There is the problem of
individual differences in children which confronts them. Again ways
of providing for the gifted child need to be explored. And the search
for enriching the experience and encouraging the full development of
every child is a demand of the times.
Thelen (7)

states:

the real problem is to do a better job of preparing
teachers and that the best way to get more students
into teaching is to make the program of preparing for
.

.

.

teaching exciting, challenging, and rewarding. ... It is
probably accurate to say that the preparation of teachers
begin at birth, but since this seems to take in quite a lot
of territory, let's compromise and say that preparation
begins with the first entry of the child into school.

Witty (10) emphasized the need for guidance in teacher education:
Guidance by informed and competent adults is necesDuring the
sary throughout the gifted child's career
past few years there has been a trend toward special
.

.

.

plans of school organization to care for the bright student. For example, special classes for the gifted pupil
have been organized recently in a number of cities. We
should recognize, however, that superior and potentially
gifted pupils are found in almost all classrooms. Moreover, every teacher can do much to enrich the experience
and to encourage the full development of such students.
Perhaps the greatest possibility for enrichment lies in
the field of reading.
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Eckel (3) states his belief on this matter:

Perhaps the problem
been

with
techniques

is

that

our main concern has

—

gathering facts and
the learners' veneer
therefore, we do not see what else might be

—

THE PURPOSE
This intensive search in volumes including investigations that
have been made results from the multiplicity of problems existing in
programs designed to prepare teachers. Specifically, it attempts to
acquaint the reader with various approaches that have been employed
for improving the quality of teaching through selective admission and
recruitment and to alert the education profession as a whole to its
selection and recruitment responsibilities. The writer contends that
every teacher education institution may and should follow these practices.

This is not a new idea, like
has been suggested by others.

Edson and Glotzbach (4)
If a college is

selection

it

many

other cultural changes this idea

state:

ready to accept

has taken the

its

responsibility in

first step.

These findings are a review of several studies, but not a comof all the available information about selective admission
procedures. They have been carefully chosen and compiled for the
purpose of revealing what has been done in some situations and what
might take place from an experimental point of view in a given situation. At the same time they indicate what could be accomplished if full
use were made of what is already known about dealing with the
problem. It is quite probable that they remind us of things we know

pendium

already.

Edson and Glotzbach (4) make this assertion:
Through selective recruitment and admission there
is opportunity to help obtain more persons with the physical and emotional health, interests and intellectual capabilities that are necessary if one is to find the satisfactions and the challenges that lie ahead in working at
a true professional level

members

.

.

.

that

.

.

.

Securing adequate

students with appropriate interests and
abilities will be more certain of attainment as attention
is given to personal qualities and sound guidance procedures
.; that the purpose of recruitment is to identify
students who should apply for admission to a particular
kind of college and university and then to do whatever
must be done to see that an optimum number of those
students actually apply for admission. The purpose of
selection in higher education is to select from the applicants the persons who in any given school will benefit
the most personally and at the same time develop the
skills, attitudes, interests, and knowledge that will make
them of maximum social value
The college should
.

of

.

.
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.

.

students so as to reduce the drop-out rate and
insure that faculty time will be devoted to expanding staff
and physical plant to accomodate those students who are
likely to discontinue after one, two, or three years.
select

Much that has been learned from current studies along with the
various experiments in teacher education may be incorporated into a
direct attack on improving the selection of teachers. Since this era
demands a creative approach to teaching, it is the writer's hope that
this documentary instrument will closely coordinate some of the
previous studies, which have related to selective admission but have
often been confusing rather than clarifying and filed rather than used.
Further, it is the desire that this review will reveal approaches,
and trends relative to the all important task of improving the
quality of teaching.
need a fuller-understanding of the problem and
its nature.
results,

We

There can be

little

doubt that there is room for much research
promising new approaches to selection in

in the area of identifying

teacher education.

Cronbach

(2)

states:

Schools today are more effective than ever but we
systematic research to keep pace with social
changes, Fact-finding and fact-interpreting are essential

need

to efficient operation.

THE NEED
Improvement of teacher education programs has long been one of
our concerns. Some college and university campuses have emphasized
improvement of their over-all programs in terms of trends and general
approaches. However, the details of certain aspects of their pre-service
and in-service education for the most part have gone unchanged. The
time has come for screening those persons who wish to prepare to teach
in today's and tomorrow's schools. We should concentrate our energy
and community resources on those who show promise and reject and
guide into other fields those who do not seem to possess the necessary
qualities for success in teaching.

Since there is need for more critical study of component parts of
teacher education, it would seem that an attempt to select persons for
teaching suggests a need to decide where the start for improving the
education of prospective teachers should be. Further, it suggests assistance in the directions for goal setting, and those responsible for supplying good teachers need to become engaged in doing more research,
placement, follow-up, and evaluating. This also necessitates increased
concentration on ways of working effectively with students, counseling
with them, and doing dynamic, creative teaching.
Barnett and Martin (1) in their discription of this need say:

Teaching others how
set of

to teach means more than a
"recipes" or "devices" which imply that the user
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merely discovers truth and applies it in all situations.
role of professional education should increasingly

The

help students acquire the kinds of understandings, attitudes, skills, and abilities that can be taken to new problems that demand creative answers. A clearer understanding of the specifics of this role would probably
result in

improved instruction.

improvement

be effected there must be careful scrutiny of
An institutional philosophy guiding the
selection of students for teacher preparation needs to be established.
A look at guidance tools and techniques for this undertaking needs to
be taken so that the staff through guidance may encourage those who
If

students

who

show promise

is

to

enter teaching.

for

becoming good teachers and eliminate those who

apparently lack such potential.

Edson and Glotzbach (4) emphasized this need in this statement:
The lime has come for each teacher education institution to think through its admission policies, to evaluate
the adequacy of its selective criteria as they are related
to the success of its students, and to be willing to apply

the results of research that will help achieve the purpose
of the institution.

Edson and Glotzbach (4) further assert:
... It is well to realize the practical importance of
applying what we now know to identifying persons likely
not to succeed.

—

Calling to mind again the central purpose of this section
to
reveal the present status of the need for improvement in teacher education
the need for improved ways of admitting students to teacher

—

is clear. It is also clear that institutions of higher learning
face a myriad of problems as a result of this fact. These problems
center around the recruiting, admitting and selecting of students to
programs preparing students to teach. It must be understood that a
good system of guidance is necessary for making that program effec-

education

tive.

THE SCOPE
After listing some of the advances and trends in teacher education,
turn to two basic concerns. I wonder quite seriously whether institutions are interested in keeping abreast with these trends, whether the
programs for preparing teachers in our schools are adequate, and
whether we are interested in those new approaches which will net better
selection. One has the right
the responsibility to ask such questions.
I

—

I have cited existing weaknesses in today's teachers and in many
of our teacher-preparation programs. I have suggested the need for
getting better teachers in the profession. It is obvious to most of us
that many people who lack the qualifications needed are permitted to

enter the profession. At best it is not easy to discuss the denial of
persons who have no potential for teaching when our nation's schools
are in such grave need of teachers.
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How

difficult

it

must be for that

institution

which

is

just

embark-

ing on a program of selection to change its isolated pattern of admitting
'all' and graduating 'some' after experiencing many drop-outs.

—

—

Their greatest task and probably an unexpected one is instilling
a sense of responsibility for improving the quality of those who prepare
to teach and to avoid using public or private resources in preparing
prospects who are unlikely to become successful teachers.
Collaborations can contribute

do

in terms of present practices,

much toward what we are trying to
and what implications there are for

the future. Institutions need to involve the entire faculty personnel in
the job of selecting, admitting and guiding and each individual faculty

person needs to accept his responsibility in this college-wide venture.
Eckel (3) echoed this need for the entire college staff to
responsibility in selection and admission by this statement:

assume

There is growing evidence that when people work
together on problems important to them in a supportive
friendly climate relatively free from threat and fear, they
grow in their basic qualities of human personality which
are so important in the teaching process. If, however,
colleges are to stress these deeper qualities, it is necessary
that they give up some of their window-dressing orientation.

Any
are;

situation

we must be

is

improvable.

We

willing to explore

must try to see things as they
and experiment; we must cease

which often causes a

loss of sense of direction or perspective;
willing to depart from set and familiar ways of doing
things which so often require the services of the same individuals; we
must try to utilize the abilities of many people.

politicing

we must be

Research may contribute toward improving a situation. In considering the problems of teacher education, Horton (5) points out:

The second problem ... is a lack of research and
experimentation. There are a few areas in higher education where experimental research is more needed than
in teacher education. With more of it the administrative
personnel would have a better basis for securing needed
funds if they could present to the "purse strings" group,
empirical evidence of the values to be derived from (for
example, let's say) additional staff and supplies.

We have been so busy with little things that
must be done that there is little time for research or
carefully planned evaluation studies
Our most effective leadership could come from the State Department of
Education. This department alone is in a position to
understand the educational interests, points of view, and
problems at all levels. Hence it should be the greatest
unifying factor in the planning and operation of the
student teaching program. This department alone has the
background, the information, and the authority to sponsor needed studies, to mediate conflicting interests, and
.

.

.

.
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.

.

to bring

about a well-ordered program of student teach-

ing.

Also noteworthy are Thelen's (7) comments:
organizations for the program stretches far
.

.

beyond

.

the

institutional

walls.

In

a

complex

and

we need lots of
make its contribu-

sensitive operation like training teachers

help and the help must be trained to
tion.

Recognizing the need for continued improvement in teacher education programs, this presentation has focused attention upon a few
findings. It has suggested that immediate consideration be given to

them so

that better selective recruitment and admission practices, and
sounder and workable programs in institutions preparing teachers may
be developed.

SOME RESEARCH FINDINGS
Research already done points out that good selection and recruitment practices free professors, and especially directors of student
teaching from having to weed out students who should never have been
admitted to teacher education courses. It has been shown further that
there is a need to select potentially good teachers and that a selection
program can enhance the teaching program by reaching out, identifying and encouraging students with potential to come into the
profession.

MacLean, Gowan, and Gowan (6) indicate that the following
conditions need to be met for developing an adequate selection program:

The selection of potential good teachers has been
long recognized as a requisite for effective staffing of
our schools. We have given lip-service to the idea, have
sometimes developed our own concepts of what the
process might be, but have seldom tested the validity of
such processes as we have devised.
The thorny question of what characteristics constigood teacher lies at the root of much

tute the potentially

of our uncertainty. There is first the necessity
and analyze good teaching itself.

to identify

MacLean, Gowan and Gowan (6)
lowed

at the

also report on practices
University of California in Los Angeles:

Each student entering a credential program
required

is

now

Selection and
Counseling Service as early as posible in his professional
to

register

with

the

Teacher

program.

He takes a series of tests including the Cooperative
English Test, an arithmetic test, The American Council
Psychological Examination. The Allport Study of Values,
The Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory, and certain, experimental forms
All credentials candidates must also
.

.

.
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fol-

complete a preliminary health check. In an interview the
accumulated data are interpreted in the light of the student's plan, and alternative teaching areas are explored
where they seem more appropriate. Those students needing further examination, therapy, or experience are
referred to appropriate agencies: and those of exceptional promise are referred to the central Counseling
Service
for vocational redirection.. Those accepted
are then cleared for credential analysis. At the time of
application for student teaching another physical examination is given the case record is reviewed those who
have met all the requirements are cleared; those with
remedial work in process are tentatively approved pending a second review; and those who have disqualifying
defects that are not remedial, or who have not undertaken the remedial measures recommended, are disapproved. All recommendations for disqualification are
made to the Dean by a faculty committee
.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

In a coast-to-coast patterned study of 785 institutions engaged in
training teachers, Stout (8) found:
Eighty-three per cent of the respondents believe
there should be selective admission to teacher education.
More than 88 per cent think a workable program for
periodic review of students can be set up and maintained,
.

.

.

many

institutions indicating they are already operating
such programs. Successful completion of courses and
honor point requirements is considered by more than
three-fourths of the respondents to be only one of several
requirements for admission to student teaching, and by
65 per cent for certification. Between 20 and 30 per cent
of the respondents still think academic achievement
should be the primary (though not the sole) require-

ment

.

.

.

Clear patterns are apparent in the identification
of the five most important criteria for use in selective
.

.

.

An outstanding "first" is
admission and retention.
emotional stability (N-674) with moral and ethical fitness
(593), general intelligence (591) demonstrated ability to
work with children (498) and professional interest and
motivation (480) following the order named. It is to be
expected that 90 per cent of the institutions would use
,

recommendation for certification, satisfactory completion of general, special and professional
education course requirements as set by the state. But in
the light of the high percentage urging emotional stability
as a first consideration, the actual use of it as a criterion for recommendation by not quite 49 per cent is
disappointing.
In comparison of grade averages of
teacher-education students with those of students in other
professional and pre-professional curricula, and with
liberal arts students, only 0.5 of 1 per cent indicate
as a criterion for
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teacher-education student averages lower than those of
the other groups. Between 11 and 14 per cent of the
institutions lack adequate bases for comparison; another
14 per cent report grade averages for teacher-education
students higher than those of other groups, both professional and liberal arts. Two-thirds of the institutions
report grade averages as about the same in the various

groups

.

.

.

... In

who

spite of the

high percentage of respondents

believe in selective admission, approximately onethe institutions permit a student to enter the

half

teacher-education program if he has been admitted to
the institution (and less than 10 per cent of all institutions have general admission requirements of graduation
in the top third or better of the high school class).

STAFF ACTIVITIES
Our concern here is chiefly with the function of the student personnel staff in the selection and retention process. These activities
seem to cluster about seven steps in the entire procedure. Stout (8)
listed the following: (1) pre-college contact (2) orientation and admission to the institution, (3) admission to teacher education, (4)
periodic review, (5) admission to student teaching, (6) recommendation for certification,
.

.

.

(7)

thirty-six per

placement and follow-up.
cent

of the

institutions

report the

custom of holding joint meetings of college and high
school counselors. (Research in this area may well be
fruitful.)
Such activity seems most common in the
Middle States Association area and least common in the
Southern area. As to type, teachers colleges are far
ahead, with one-half having plans in operation for consultation among college and high school counselors
.

.

.

probing pre-college contacts specifically
it becomes
evident that though more than two-fifths have no contact
beyond the institution's general recruitment, more than
two-fifths of the divisions of teacher education do contact
prospective candidates during the high school senior
year. Almost one-half have college orientation courses
which present teaching to students who have not yet
selected a profession; about one-third have an orientation
course specifically designed for students who have decided to prepare for teaching.
...

in questions

in the area of recruiting for teacher education

.over one-half either require an interview before admission to teacher education or interview most candidates. The burden falls on the head of the education
department or some faculty member in education (about
three-fifth), with trained counselors from the institution's student personnel staff used by 9 per cent, and a
counselor from the division of education used by 9 per
.

.
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cent for such interviewing. Nine per cent use a faculty
committee even for initial interviewing ... (It should be
noted that these per cents are not mutually exclusive, for
some institutions apparently use 2 or 3 interviewers, but
do not consider them as functioning as a committee.)

almost half the institutions make no use of the period
between the students admission to the institution and his
admission to the teacher-education program for individual testing or remedial activities. Though 23 per cent
indicate no special screening for teacher education and
19 per cent state none were refused admission to the
program, one-third of the institutions refused admission
to between 1 and 10 per cent of those who sought it in
the year 1952-1953. One-tenth refused admission between
11 and 25 per cent; 4 per cent of the institutions excluded more than 25 per cent, some excluding more than
.

.

.

50 per cent of applicants.
once the student is admitted, 36 per cent review his
record at the end of each semester or quarter. The most
frequently used period of review is just prior to admission to student teaching, when 52 per cent of the
institutions assess the prospective teacher. It is encouraging to note that faculty committees rather than individuals are employed in 28 per cent of the institutions for
the purpose of periodic review. Teachers colleges make
far more use of the institutions. With the exception of
institutions whose enrollment is over 5,000, 52 per cent
of which use faculty committees, there is no significant
difference among the various sizes of schools as to committee use.
.

.

.

satisfactory completion of prerequisite courses is still
the single most frequent used measure of readiness for
.

.

.

student teaching, though 15 per cent require demonstration through performance in a laboratory situation,

and

written and oral evidence of grasp of teaching responsibility.

between 1 and 5 per cent of the students are
eliminated prior to student teaching by half the institutions. Six per cent or more are eliminated in 20 per
cent of the institutions. It is interesting to note that
from 6 to 10 per cent of the students drop or are counseled out of the program prior to student teaching in 17
per cent of the institutions. Five per cent of the colleges
eliminate more than 30 per cent before this point is
reached. The tendency, nation-wide is toward the positive
approach of "counseling" out" rather than the negative
.

.

.

rejection.

twelve per cent of the institutions report they are
required by law or charter to certify all graduates.
Expression of the philosophy that rights of the individual
.

.

.
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make

for admission to teacher preparation
given by more than 7 per cent of the
In as much as many states operating under

selection

unjustifiable

is

respondents.
similar laws do select for teaching, and all states that have
law or medical schools do select for these professions, it
must be obvious that our first step is to gain recognition
for teaching as the important profession it is. Next,
attention may be directed to the rights of individual
pupils to have the best teachers that careful selection and
preparation can provide. We are reminded, too, that
though the individual has a right to as much education
as he can profit from, and of the type from which he
can profit, he also has a right to careful counseling and
guidance based on his capabilities and needs, rather than
his being permitted to enter a field for which he is by
personality or abilty unqualified and in which his contribution to society is minimized and his individual satisfactions and happiness are jeopardized.

marriage and military service play an important role,
but research is needed, also, to determine
whether there is significant difference in numbers failing
to teach among classes where a selective program has
operated, and where there has been little or no selection.
.

.

.

of course,

.

.

.

the paucity

institutions points

of follow-up

studies

being made by
both in

also to another great need,

terms of effective guidance, counseling, and instruction.
is conclusive evidence in several studies to indicate
that inadequate placement procedures are responsible for
sizable losses to the profession of well-prepared teachers.

There

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
have cited the need for continued improvement in teacher
I
have pointed out a need for an improved
quality of teachers. I have lifted some studies on this subject from research which has been done and I have asserted that teacher education
stands at the crossroads
the entire college staff needs to become
I

education programs.

—

involved.

This condition we can rectify. I have two recommendations to
if put into effect, would go a long way toward rectifying
the situation. First, teacher education institutions need to recruit better
quality and a greater quantity of good teachers. This is pointed up in
this study which basically is a general sifting of studies which have
been done in this area. I offer a second suggestion that all teacher
education programs use selective admission to these curriculums. I am
firmly convinced that it is in order. The issue is clear cut and must
be faced honestly. There needs to be new criteria for those who prepare
themselves for teaching careers. It is not enough that these applicants
have only 'admission to college admits.' There should and must be a
selective admission to teacher education.

make which,
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The

Changes in Social Welfare of
Caribbean Families
by
Evanel R. Terrell
It has long been felt that family social welfare patterns of community life could experience group improvement if a study were made
on numerous social fronts. Box Elder, County, Utah, Obion County,
Tennessee, Toledo, Ohio and Wichita, Kansas conducted experiments
in strengthening family living through cooperative community action.
The findings of these communities evoked interest for a study in this
area by the Home Economics Department of Savannah State College.

Since these programs served as forerunners, the thread of interest
was carried into the Caribbeans where home economics specialists
from the United States and other designated persons and organizations
had been hard at work initiating and developing home economics since
1952. A summary of the far reaching influence of home economics was
reported by the Caribbean commission. This is significant because
family living is dependent upon the skills in food preparation, clothing,
housing and home management of a people.

During the summer of 1960, a group of home economists under
the leadership of this writer made a study tour of the Caribbean Islands.
The tour was an integral part of the Savannah State College's summer
Because we were concerned about the home and family life of
our neighbors to the South, the touring home economists were especially eager to ascertain how family life patterns in the neighboring
communities compared with our own.

session.

The following

countries were selected for visitation: the Virgin
Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Jamaica.
Permission was granted for visitation by the Secretary General of the
Caribbean Commission. Other countries served by the commission
were Antigua, British Guiana, British Honduras, Grenada, Martinique,
St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobaga. The Dominican Republic and Haiti
are not participating countries with the Caribbean Commission, but
the Dominican Republic sent Dr. Amada Nivar de Pittaluga as an
observer to the Second Conference on Home Economics in 1958.
Islands,

Figure 1 shows Haiti and the Dominican Republic located to the
southeast of Cuba and the Bahama Islands. It can be noted that
Port-au-Prince is in the southern part of Haiti while Ciudad Trujillo
is on the southern coast of the Dominican Republic. Puerto Rico is
due east of these two republics and the Virgin Islands almost form a
semi-circle between this country and the South American coast.

was with a great deal of historical romanticism that the group
preparation to visit the countries of the Greater and Lesser
Antilles which had figured so greatly in the illicit slave trade in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of the New World and which are
It

made
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bright jewels of tourism in the Caribbean. Our aesthetic emotions
were further stirred as these huge highly mechanized airliners circled
and trembled like a delicate and graceful ballet dancer before they
dipped and glided off into the blue.

Emphasis in this paper will concern itself primarily with the
background of these countries, some problems and progress
in education, promotion of better housing programs and methods of
up-grading living and economic conditions of the people.

sociological

Caribbean orientation and tour programs were prepared for the
group by the following:
Virgin Islands

Dr.

Andrew

C. Preston,

Commissioner of Education
Miss Jane E. Tuitt,
Assistant Commissioner of Education
Mr. Raphael Whestley, coordinator,
Vocational Education
Mrs. Eldra M. Schulterbrandt,
Director of Social Welfare
Virgin Islands Department of Tourism
Puerto Rico

Mr. A. Cheneka, Secretary of State
Dr. Lydia Roberts,

Home Economics Consultant
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Commission
Dr. Luisa Stefani, Head, Department of Home
Economics, University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras
Puerto Rican Department of Tourism
Special

to

Dominican Republic

— Dr.

Amada Nivar Vda

Pittaluga, President of

the National Council of

Women,

Inc.

Dr. Josefina Pimental Boves,
Mayor, San Cristobal
Dr. Franklin Dominquez Hernandez,
Director, Education
Dominican Department of Tourism
Haiti-

Father John Papaillon, Minister of Education
(by special permission of Pope John XXIII)
Mr. Frederick G. Desvarierix,
Secretary of State, Labor and Social Welfare
M. Max A. Antoine,
General Director of the Bureau of Labor
Haitian Department of Tourism

Jamaica

Mr. A. McNair, Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Housing and Social Welfare
Mrs. Sybil Francis, Department of Housing and
Social Welfare, Member of Board of Directors,
Jamaican Social Welfare Commission

Mrs. Evadne Ford,
Chief Home Economics Officers and Secretary
Kingston Department of Tourism
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Tour
J. Josey, Librarian
Bibliography, Reading Suggestions, Savannah

Mr. Elonnie

United States

State College, Savannah, Georgia

Historical Portrait of the Caribbean Islands

A very distinguished group of panelists awaited us in Kingston,
Jamaica. This group gave a general historical and fcociologicajl
background of all the Caribbean countries. Those who served on the
panel were Mr. A. McNair, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Housing
and Social Welfare, Miss Mavis Burke, Historian, UCWI, Dr. M. G.
Smith, Research Fellow Institute of Social and Economic Research,
UCWI, Mr. C. Dowdy, Assistant Secretary Manager, Jamaica Social
Welfare Commission, Mr. R. M. Bent, M. A. Chief Officer, Ministry of
Education and Mr. Arthur Brown, Director, Central Planning Unit.
The history of
was made up
color, short and

lation

the Aborigines of this area reveals that the popuArawak Indians. These people were clear brown

of

slightly built but well shaped with straight coarse
black hair, broad faces and flat wide noses. The Spaniards did not
consider them beautiful, owing chiefly to their custom of flattening
the foreheads of children in infancy by tieing boards to the frontal
bones. One effect of this was to make the skull so hard that it was
invincible against primitive weapons and even Spanish swords are
supposed to have been blunted and broken on Arawak skulls. These
peaceful loving Indians were soon exterminated through brutality,
death and disease by the Spaniards, because they would not submit to

in

slavery.

Concurrently, the English, French, Dutch and Portuguese, and a
few Jewish families from Portugal were seeking economic opportunities
in the new world. Within two centuries the English were able to claim
Jamaica. Haiti is the western mountainous third of Hispanolia which
was won through war by France. Spain conquered and controlled the
eastern two thirds which is now the Dominican Republic. Spain dominated Puerto Rico, the Danes controlled the Virgin Islands and the
French and Dutch, took over many of the smaller islands of the Lesser
Antilles.

These new settlers attempted to make a success in their new
colonies with the use of indentured servants from the homeland as
laborers. It was soon found that the Europeans could not stand the hot
tropical climate and hard labor. This fact opened the opportunity for
the rich slave trade which was to follow.
Beginning in 1703 the Treaty of Utrecht provided England with
the opportunity for the large scale supply of slaves to be provided to
the Spanish settlements in the new world for thirty years. In the
English footsteps came the Portuguese, and later other European
nations, as the trade in slaves grew from the African gold coast with
the rapidly expanding cultivation of the sugar cane.

The decline of the plantation system and slavery in the West
Indies was in 1848. During this period the Negroes outnumbered the
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whites almost twenty to one. In addition, there was a free coloured
group who also outnumbered the white ruling class. The free coloured
were the offspring from a white planter and a Negro slave. Many of
these folk took up professions, went into the trades or engaged in the
cultivation of sugar or coffee.

At the

close of this period there

was recognition

of three distinct

groups in the population; (1) the planter class (2) the free coloured
land owner, the emancipated slaves and the Jews. Family life for the
slave had been a factor of disregard because of the plantation system.

Even in the beginning, the transitional period to any type
and economic unity was slow because of the following:

of

social

(1)

the habit of absolute authority on the part of the planter

(2)

the habit of irresponsibility

(3)

among

the laborers

the lessening of the incentives for advancement as the leaders
and as new opportunities

of the emancipation period died out
for material failed to appear
(4)

Neglect of the physical welfare of the laboring population
contributed towards its ineffectiveness and hampered its
progress

Changes in Forms of Government
Over a period of years following Emancipation, the fact was
recognized by the separate West Indian territories that they were
closely linked historically and economically, and that a federation of
the Leeward and the Windward Islands with Trinidad would benefit
their progress economically and socially. The Leeward Islands were
first federated in 1871 and a union with the Windward Islands was
effected in 1936. Further progress toward the long needed social and
economic development of the West Indies was the establishment of
the Anglo-American Commission in 1942 and later reorganized as the
Caribbean Commission in 1946. On June 21, 1960, the Caribbean
organization was formed representing self governing units. The organization existed for the purpose of furthering regional cooperation in
social cultural, and economic matters of common interest in the area,
particularly, agriculture, communications, education, fisheries, health,
housing, industry, labor, music and the arts, social welfare and trade.
Headquarters transferred from Port-au-Spain, Trinidad, to San Juan,
Puerto Rico.

Family Social Patterns and Class Structure
With the exception of Puerto Rico and Cuba, where a large number
Europeans settled and made their homes, the family has inherited
from the past a number of characteristics. There was no room during
of

slavery for the family as a parent-child group. The father's place in
home was never secure. He had no sanctioned authority over it and
could at any time be removed. His role primarily ended with procreation. At the end of slavery, the Crown governments were not

the
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:

concerned or prepared to interfere with the new social and economic
adjustments created. Thus, there has been the perpetuation of the
following
a.

concubinage as a substitute for marriage

b.

maternal family head

c.

high rates of

illiteracy

Family patterns are also prescribed by certain ways of earning a
living, e.g.:
a.

land ownership and marriage are associated with the highest
social status

b.

manual labor or working for wages as a
associated with the lowest status

common

laborer, is

The coloured middle class was elevated in status as a result of
children born from white planter and Negro mistress parentage. This
group has always aligned itself with the white upperclass and stands
aloof from the peasantry and labor class.

Household Constituencies
The
a.

types of family households

commonly found

are:

extended family household including the grandmother, outside
children of either the father or mother, or any other related

members
b.

divided family which
one parent present

c.

sibling

d.

single person household

or

households
under one roof

women

in

live together

is

explained as a household with only

which adult brothers and

sisters

live

and households where unrelated men
and share a room

The Influence of Home Economics

in the Caribbean

The tradition of promiscuity, family instability, the incomplete
family, the mother at the center combined with low wages, ignorance
and a large measure of illiteracy challenged the home economics
experts.

Until 1950 the greatest level of

home economics development had

taken place in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the Virgin
Islands of the United States. In an effort to foster the regional and
international approach for extending training which will ultimately
enhance family and community benefits to all, the Food and Agricultural organizations and the Caribbean Commission brought representatives of all the countries together for a conference on Home
Economics and Education in Nutrition in 1952.

Following this conference, a three months training course in home
economics was held at the University of Puerto Rico for twenty five
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workers representing ten countries. The conference was sponsored by
the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, the
Caribbean Commission and the University of Puerto Rico. Dr. Lydia J.
Roberts, international consultant in Nutrition was the leader.

The program was planned

to provide information on the various
and to provide an opportunity for practice in
the techniques needed to improve family living.

aspects of family

life

The subjects offered included nutrition, home food production,
food preservation, housing and sanitation, home mechanics, clothing,
home care of the sick, family relations, family economcis, home
economics education and lettering.
and the quality of work to be accomplished,
on home economics be held every
three years in order to facilitate the exchange of views and experiences
between technicians actively engaged in the work.

To extend

it

was decided

the service

that a conference

To reach rural families, home demonstration agents and extension
agents are yet to be trained. la the Virgin Islands and Surinam, a team
of workers for rural areas composed of a social worker, a teacher, an
agricultural extension worker and a nurse have been recommended.
These persons would be under the joint responsibility of the Departments of Health, Education, Social Welfare and Agriculture. The
social worker would be related to a coordinating Council of Social
Agencies including representatives of education, health, housing and
the clergy.

Many agencies within these countries are helping to support the
nation-wide program in family life education. A few of the agencies
actively engaged in this work in the various countries are as follows:
Jamaica

The
The
The
The

Virgin Islands

The Women's League
(Works hard in promoting marriage and reducing illegitimacy which has been as high as 50

Jamaica Agricultural Society
Sugar Industry Labor Welfare Board
Jamaica Welfare Commission
Jamaica Women's Federation
(Noteworthy service during the 1959-60 year to
promote the sanctity of marriage was to provide
over 100 wedding rings to couples)

per cent of children born)

Dominican Republic

— National

Council of

Women

takes a leadership

and social agencies
they sponsored by the Trujillo government
role outside of educational

Haiti

International Cooperative Assistance at Damiel
takes the leadership role. Missionaries of Baptist

and Methodist faith are active agencies in improving family life.
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The Department of Labor and Social Welfare
is hard at work on reforms but has been inhibited by
leadership

Puerto Rico

constant

A commonwealth

changes

in

government

territory of the United States,

so it is therefore ahead of sister Caribbean
countries in agencies and monies available for
population betterment.

Education
The educational system throughout the Caribbean, with the
exception of the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico is patterned after
the European plan. Schooling is offered, but not compulsory up
through high school. The students are then screened through a mass
examination and only those who pass may go to college. To illustrate
this point, we observed two thousand students in Port-au-Prince who
were being given their baccalaureate examinations (comparable to the
U. S. high school), July, 1960. The examination covered a period of
one week. The examiners predicted that only four hundred (400) of
these would pass. The sixteen hundred (1600) would then be turned
loose as laborers or find menial jobs paying low wages.
President Francois Du Valier of Haiti has instituted a national
of "each one teach one." Every person who has evidence that
he has taught another to read during the course of a year is given a
certificate of merit. In the rural areas, travelers can observe sign posts
at intervals which direct one to local buildings for adult education.
These classes are offered at night.

program

Some of the prevalent practices in Education in several countries
are listed below:
Virgin Islands

Attendance of children through high school is
not compulsory. At present there is no institution of higher learning on the island. Those who
wish or can afford it, may come to the United
States or go to Europe for college training. At
present, there is a projected program on foot
under the leadership of Dr. Alonzo Moron,
former president of Hampton Institute who is
studying the feasibility of establishing a junior
college at St.

Dominican Republic

—There
all

is

Thomas.

no compulsory form of education for
However, in Ciudad Tru-

classes of people.

the Women's University offers curricula in
home economics and business training. An op-

jillo,

portunity

was offered

Institute for

Women

to

see

the

Polytechnic

and the Loyola
San Cristobal. A

in Santiago,

for young men in
normal school was visited in Licey al
Medio and a typical public school at Higuey.
Institute

rural
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The Polytechnic School

for

Women

and the

National school of art and manual labor are
located

Of particular
Institute.

One

in

Ciudad

Trujillo.

was the graduation program at the Cultural
major requirements of these high school graduates

interest

of the

is that they must write a paper of high merit in English. One of the
graduates was an adult whom the American Oil Company had selected
to take an orientation course in England. It was obvious that class,
caste, and social practice were part of the social scheme. Guests from
the embassies along with persons from the profession were the only
ones present.

Housing
Housing is the key to good family living in all parts of the world.
Throughout the Caribbean, housing programs sponsored privately and
through government subsidy are greatly in evidence.
Extensive developments in housing have gone on and are still
underway in Puerto Rico and Jamaica. Haiti with her extremely low
economy is making a fine showing. The Virgin Islands and the
Dominican Republic have excellent programs. The housing situation in

many

of the countries

Jamaica

—A

is

as follows:

tour of the Jamaican housing developments showed

six types of plans:
a.

Government Housing Scheme

b.

Middle Income Housing Scheme

c.

Farm House Scheme

d.

Owner-occupier Scheme

Men Scheme

e.

Ex-Service

f.

Indigent Scheme

The middle income scheme represents three bedrooms, living room,
dining room, bath and toilet. A prospective owner may secure a
twenty year loan to complete payment. This scheme may also provide
a maid's room if desired. The prices for these homes range between
$10,000 and $14,000. Low income schemes are three room structures,
equipped with modern sanitary conveniences and a kitchen with a
sink and a concrete drain board. These homes are priced at $2,000 on
a long term basis. Ex-service men may borrow government funds not
to exceed $1,000 for home ownership. Farmers a*re helped by
being able to obtain loans to buy a house foundation already laid with
a skeleton super structure for $50 to $120 depending on the size. For
transients and truck gardeners emergency housing made of wattle and
daub at $1.00 a month is available.
Housing for Puerto Ricans has gone forward under federal housing
programs. The Puerto Rican Housing Authority and private enterprise
have combined their efforts in providing adequate housing. Over
17,000 dwellings have been built by FHA mortgages.
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The funds invested in the slum clearance and Urban Renewal
Programs represent an investment of fifty million dollars. Thirty-two
million represent federal allotments and the remainder as grants from
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
These homes represent housing projects, apartment houses, single
and duplex houses, each with a parcel of land to cultivate vegetables.

The building lots are sold on twenty year terms, other homes are for
rent. Other modern community facilities are provided for recreation,
community and commercial centers.
Under the guidance of Dr. Esther Zayas of the University of
Puerto Rico, the Aided Self Help plan for rural communities was
observed. The Puerto Rican Housing Authority provides technical
assistance, building materials and the lot to be paid in 10 to 20
installments, according to the families' income. Under this plan, the
families in the community furnish building labor in their spare time.
Of credit to low income housing is a demonstration house on the
West Indies University campus which was planned and constructed
under the leadership of Queen E. Shoutes, FAO Home Economics
Development Economist and now Dean of the School of Home Economics, Tuskegee Institute.

Another aspect of community

women

development

was the

technical

learn crafts which will enable
them to make saleable articles out of native materials. Strengthening
the economic well being of the people through vocational education
will in the long run alleviate much of the suffering and poverty.
assistance that

is

given to

to

Since the era of slavery and sugar cane has passed, noteworthy
improvements and developments have been made to make the Island
countries independent. Economists had said "this is how you are, and
this is how you will be." However, tourism has contributed immeas-

urably to the economy of the region. The economy

is

now

bolstered

by the following:
1.

Tourism

is the
the Caribbean.
a.

2.

number one money making business throughout

Bauxite mining

Business

recognized as a world industry in Jamaica.

other countries have been invited to come
develop the natural resources.

men from

to the Islands to
3.

is

Manufacturing industries are on the increase

in Jamaica, Haiti

and the Dominican Republic.
a. shoes and boots
b. shirts
c.

yard goods

d. natural craft articles

on a large scale

4.

Housecraft Training Centre in Kingston Jamaica trains young
women to make an independent and satisfactory living.

5.

The business men and women in the iron market in Haiti and
the Victoria Crafts market in Kingston, Jamaica are upgrading
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community life through new practices in crafts. In addition,
new techniques in sales of the things that they produce seem
to indicate that this instruction has

enhanced their

ability.

The crowning experience of the whole human relations venture
was the tour and lecture by the Curator of the Art Museum in Kingston, Jamaica. During the tour, many art classes of children were
observed. The Curator stated that the dramatic developments which
have occurred in the progress of Caribbean countries cannot only be
attributed to a wave of nationalism, but a deeper force which springs
from a personal identification with one's own country and finding
increasing ways of expressing the relationship in art, literature, a sense
of pride in the islands' traditions, folklore and history, and in the
evidences of that history the archives, monuments, buildings as
parts of a living and continuing process towards still prouder achieve-

—

—

ments.
All in all, the members of the tour gained a lasting appreciation
of Caribbean culture, as well as became cognizant of the efforts to
better family life in terms of world standards. American Home Economists can contribute immeasurably to a program which will aid our

improving their nations through the education
of home, family and community
Families must be educated, but in the final analysis, we must

Caribbean neighbors
of families in the
living.

in

modern techniques

educate the women, for when we educate the women,

we educate

the

nation.
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Toward

Better Spelling
by

Louise Lautier Owens

Educators and laymen alike are quite aware of the "hue and cry"
has gone up in recent years to the effect that Johnny can't
read and that neither can his older sister and brother, Jane and
Joe College. To compound the indictment, there is the further charge
that Johnny's college siblings not only cannot read, but that they
cannot communicate in speech or in writing with any degree of
"competency or decency." An inspection of college themes reveals that
even the cost casual critics have a case.
that

—

Among

the specific lacks in the language equipment of college
competence in spelling, and it is with this aspect of
language performance by two groups of Savannah State College students

students

is

that this informal study

is

concerned.

It

seeks to discover the specific

made and

the patterns (if any) into which these errors
fall: it presents possible interpretations of the observations and suggests implications for teaching which appear to follow from the findings.
Such an informal study as this is valuable to the teacher who is not
free in terms of time and facilities to conduct the more intensive and
elaborate research of the controlled study and who must "take his
classes as he finds them," but who, nevertheless, seeks insight into some
aspect of teaching and learning.

spelling errors

Papers from one class each

in world literature (Humanities 202)
(English 99) were selected for study because
these courses, as compared with, say, a course in speech, provided
numerous opportunities for written work and papers from them were
readily available. (These conditions would hold true for any number
of courses in other disciplines such as history, economics, or education.)
Since the thirty-three students enrolled in the remedial English course
were juniors and seniors who had failed either the English section of
the Sophomore Comprehensive Examination, the English Qualifying
Examination, or both, it was though that perhaps this group might
exhibit the problem in greater degree than other groups of students;
and since the fifteen students in world literature were confronted with
a somewhat specialized vocabulary, it was thought that they also
might find spelling a challenge.

and

in remedial English

1

The papers in which students in remedial English made spelling
errors included five themes of varying lengths (but at least one and
one-half pages each) and three drill exercises of roughly a half page
each. In the drills, students were dictated sentences in which they were
responsible for all of the mechanical aspects of language such as
capitalization, punctuation, and, of course, spelling. These two types
Passing of the English section of the Sophomore Comprehensive Examination
English Qualifying Examination for students who matriculated before
September 1953) is a requisite for graduation. Students who have failed in one
or the other examination must enroll in a course in remedial English before they
are eligible to be examined again.
1

(or

the
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of materials, themes and sentences, represent a large proportion of the
kinds of writing students do in college: research papers, short themes

or essays, lecture notes, assembly announcements and bulletin board
and brief notes of a personal nature.

notices,

The papers from students in the class in world literature included
eight sets of weekly quizzes (of less than a single page to a page-and-ahalf each in length) and one set of final examination papers (from
two-and-one-half to three-and-one-half pages each in length
all of
)

the essay type

normally do

,

and again representing kinds of writing which students

in college.

The first step in this study was the recording of the spelling
made by the students. Here it was noted that not all of the

errors

"misspelled"

"wrong-word"

words

were

actually

misspellings:

many

represented

"wrong-word" errors were of two types,
(1) failures in making the phonetic, semantic, and syntactical distinctions basic to the "correct" use of pairs of similar words such as their
and there, floiver and flour, Arthur and author, and Victory and
Victoria; and (2) the "chance" spelling of obscure or unusual words
choices. These

(as far as the particular students are concerned)

such as thane for
dinning for dining, and hing for hang. Where the context
indicated that the error was obviously one of confusion in similar
commonly used words, the "wrong" word was not recognized as a
spelling error. It was assumed that the student knew how to spell both
words but had made a "wrong-word" choice through faulty discrimination. However, in instances where the "wrong" word was an obscure
one, it was assumed that the student spelled the word by "chance,"
and this type of error was recorded as a misspelling.'
then,

1

A

made by the students
two classes studied will reveal little about the nature of the
errors made, but it will indicate to some extent the scope of the problem.
The making of a simple statistical analysis of the errors was the second
statistical description of the spelling errors

in the

step.

Table I shows that the total number of spelling errors made by
48 students in 347 papers was 465. Of these 465 errors, there were
281 different words misspelled, with 117 variations of these misspellings. Described in terms of specifics, the different words misspelled
ranged from simple ones such as gem and love, to more difficult forms
such as accoutrements and hors d' oeuvres; the variations in misspellings are represented by 12 mispellings of Cadillac and 8 misspelled
forms of rumor. Various misspellings were repeated 67 times: for
example, 7 persons repeated the same error in spelling Genesis and 6
duplicated the same error in received.
the

A

complete record of "wrong-word" choices was not kept, but of 47 "wrongwere categorized as "chance" spellings. Thus, it seems that
faulty discrimination was far more prevalent than "chance" spelling of unusual
1

word"

choices, only 9

words.

67

)

TABLE

I:

Number

of

Words Misspelled by

Subjects

33 Remedial 15 Literature Combined
Students

Students

Groups

8

9

XX

No. different papers

220

127

347

No. different words misspelled

143

138

281

75

42

117

40

27

67

258

207

465

No. assignments

No. variations of these
misspellings

No

duplications of these
misspellings

Total number
misspelled words

Table
averages
picture

shows that the average number of errors per student is
combined groups; thus, per paper the number of errors

II

9.7 for the

1.3.

This

and make

latter figure

it

seem

taken in isolation tends to distort the

that spelling errors are not a serious

problem

The total range restores perspective
for it reveals that misspellings range from 1 error in 8 papers of one
student in the remedial group to 26 errors in 8 papers of another
student in this group. In the literature group the most typical number
of errors is 21 and the standard deviation is 7.1. Fifty percent of the
students in the remedial group made 7 or more errors each while fifty
per cent of the literature students made 13 or more errors each. These
statistics indicate that while spelling is not a problem for some students,
it is a considerable one for others, particularly when it is remembered
that these figures come from only a portion of the writing done by
in the writing of these students.

each student in only one course (and that regular students are enrolled
in at least two additional courses which may require more or less
writing.

TABLE

II:

Measures of Central Tendency and of
Dispersion
33 Remedial
Students

15 Literature Combined
Students
Groups

No. misspelled words

258

207

465

Mean

7.8

13.8

9.7

Median

7.0

13.0

8.0

Mode

4.0, 9.0

21.0

8.0

1-26

3-24

1-26

Qi

9.7

21.5

13.0

Q3

4.6

6.9

4.8

Interquartile range

5.1

14.6

8.2

Standard deviation

5.3

7.1

5.6

Total range
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Although the major purpose of
errors of

for separate classes

A

this study is to look at the spelling

the students as a single group, a comparison of the data

all

is

revealing and leads to

some

fruitful insights.

comparision shows two arresting and closely related

facts: the

literature class, although less than half the size of the remedial English
class,
(

many different words as the larger group
and the mean number of misspelled words per literature

misspelled nearly as

Table

student

I )

:

is

nearly twice that per remedial student

difference between the
significant

means

of these

I

Table II). Since the

two groups

not statistically

is

and may have arisen by chance, we cannot say that one

group, as a group,

is

better

or poorer in spelling than the

However, we do ask the practical question.
performance?"

The subject-matter
might seem

to

"Why

this

other.

difference in

generally covered in such courses suggests what

be an obvious reason: that spelling was stressed more

in the remedial class.

Because

study of spelling errors had been

this

projected in the teacher's mind, students in the literature class were

cautioned to spell acceptably each time they wrote papers or took
notes,

and they were penalized for errors

were the

in spelling, just as

remedial students. In the literature class "difficult" spellings in the
daily assignments were anticipated

and students helped

to see the rela-

tionships of these words to words already known, or to note other

distinguishing characteristics. Frequently, time was devoted to analysis
of

and

drill

on words troublesome to the

remedial group.

class,

However, since the time devoted

as

was done in the
was not

to spelling

experimentally controlled in terms of amount or emphasis,

it is

possible

more help or was made more conscious
for effective written communication.

that the remedial class received

of skill in spelling as a tool

Another tentative answer
formance of the two groups
ture

is

to the

"why"

of this difference in per-

that the specialized vocabulary of litera-

posed greater difficulties for this class than

did

the

general

vocabularly used in the remedial class papers. But did it?
Inspection of the words misspelled by the literature group reveals

42 words which might be considered
some of these 42 words (such as ballad,

that these students misspelled only

peculiar to the course, and

tragedy, and prose) are so generally used that they cannot be said to be
truly specialized.

names (such

Of the 42

so-called "specialized" words. 17 are proper

and Theodore) which might easily occur in
writing not based on literature. Thus, while a somewhat "specialized"
vocabulary does account for SO^^ of the 138 different words misspelled by the literature group, it does not account for the other 69.6%
misspelled by this group.
as Descartes
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TABLE

Comparison of Spelling Errors in the
Study With Words Found on Lists of

III:

Frequently Misspelled Words

and No. of

Groups
No. and
of

%

%

%

25 words

27 words

52 words

17.5%

19.6%

37.1%

The University
Spelling Book

29 words

29 words

58 words

500 words

20.3%

21.1%

41.4%

English

21 words

31 words

52 words

481 words

14.6%

22.5%

37.1%

9 words

23 words

32 words

6.2%

16.7%

22.9%

8 words

11 words

19 words

5.6%

8.0%

13.6%

The Harper Handbook 600 words

—

3

Combined

Group
No. and
of
Errors Found
on Lists

Words Compared

2

Literature

Group
No. and
of
Errors Found
on Lists

Lists

1

Remedial

A Handbook

Errors Found
on Lists

of

4

Scribner Handbook of English
264 words

Words common
above
105 words

to lists

A related factor which presumably might explain the difference
performance of the two groups is the presence of spelling "demons"
among the misspelled words of the literature class. But the fact is that
relatively few of the words misspelled by either class or by the total
group appear on the lists of frequently misspelled words in the books
indicated in Table III. It is evident from the data presented in this
table that mastery of "spelling demons" would at best have reduced
only by 31 (or 22.5%) the number of different words misspelled by
the literature group. These 31 words and the 42 words of the
"specialized" vocabulary of literature account for 52.9% of the words
misspelled by the literature group. What then of the remaining 47.1
in

per cent?

Were

the students in the remedial group "smarter" than those in
group? Our experience with the English Qualifying
Examination here at Savannah State has shown that occasionally some
of our "better" students fail the Examination and are required to enroll

the

literature

George
and Brothers.
2

S.

Wykoff and Harry Shaw, Second

Edition.

New

York: Harper

1957.

Thomas Clark Pollock and William

D.

Baker.

New

York: Prentice-Hall.

1955.
3

Charles

W.

Roberts, Jesse

Oxford University Press.
4

W.

Harris,

and Walter G. Johnson.

Albert H. Marckwardt and Frederic G. Cassidy.

ner's Sons.

New York

1944.

1960.
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New York

:

Charles Scrib-

in

remedial English, so that presence in the remedial class does not in
indicate a lack of "success" in college.

itself

In this particular remedial class, there was one student whose
record showed a 2.375 cumulative average (3.0 being the highest
attainable). An average of 1.0 (or a C average) is required for
graduation, and six remedial students had cumulative averages between
1.65 and 1.88 as compared with two students in the literature class
whose averages were 1.60 and 1.68 respectively. Thus, on the surface,
it would seem that the remedial group was the more successful
that is,
as far as grades and point averages are valid indices of achievement.
However, when the mean cumulative average of each group was
calculated and the difference between the means tested for significance,
it was found that one group was not significantly superior to the other
in achievement in college.

—

Was

the literature group less strongly motivated than the remedial
this study made no provision for the measurement of the
motivation of the two groups, it is quite likely that the remedial group
was more strongly impelled as the result of (1) previous unsuccessful

group? While

performance

in written communication resulting in their having to
enroll in remedial English; (2) desire to pass the English Qualifying

Examination upon

sitting for it the next time; (3) desire not to have
repeat the remedial English course; (4) in some instances, the
relationship of success in remedial English and passing the English
Qualifying Examination to impending graduation from college; and

to

a genuine desire on the part of some students to improve their
particularly since their inadequacies had been demonstrated to them in a concrete and meaningful situation where failure
to write well meant the postponement of some other highly desired
goal (college graduation). These reasons undoubtedly supplied tremendous drive for the remedial students to improve in the mechanics
of writing, including spelling. It is unlikely that any literature student
believed that spelling would influence his final grade to such an extent
that he would fail the course because of weaknesses in this aspect of
writing.
(5)

skill in spelling,

This comparison of groups suggests (1) that spelling may have
been given less attention in the literature class; (2) that the "specialized" vocabulary of the literature class was not so very specialized,
and hence does not account for the greatest per cent of words misspelled by this group; nor were the misspellings of this group primarily
the "spelling demons;" (3) that the achievement of the literature
students as indicated by cumulative averages
was not significantly
lower than that of the remedial group; and (4) that the literature group
was quite possibly less highly motivated than the remedial group. We
note, then, that direct attention to spelling and motivation are two
factors which seem to account for the difference in the performance
of the two groups. In spite of the fact that motivation and direct
instruction in spelling are the two factors which the study does not
measure in any objective way, what we know about learning leads us
to consider the conclusions with regard to these factors as being highly

—

—

tenable.
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The most important dimension of this study, with respect to its
meaning for teaching and learning, lies in the nature of the spelling
errors made. The third step in this study was to categorize the 281
different misspellings and their 117 variations
398 words, if we do
not count the 67 duplications. (See Table I, totals of the combined

—

groups.)

Analysis of the misspelled words reveals that the errors fall into
three broad categories: (1) errors resulting from faulty hearing and/or
pronunciation, (2) errors involving the vagaries of English spelling,

and (3) errors not subject

TABLE

IV:

ready classification.

to

Classification of Errors and
Made in Each Category

Number

of

Errors

made by
Remedial

No.

I.

64
55
35

29

35
34
19

21
16
5

11

16

99

Sub-totals
II.

Totals

ERRORS INVOLVING
FAULTY HEARING AND/OR
PRONUNCIATION
Omission of sound(s)
"Incorrect" sound (s)
Addition of sound (s)
Echo of other word(s)

Group

made by

Literature

Students

Students

Group

No.

170
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ERRORS INVOLVING THE
VAGARIES OF ENGLISH
SPELLING (Phonetics)
Use of "incorrect" vowel
Use of "incorrect" consonant (s)

27

25

3

7

52
10

10
8
3
5

2
2
8
5

12
10
11
10

4

4

8

3

2

5

Doubling consonants
unnecessarily
Failure to double consonants
Omission of silent letter (s)
Addition of silent letter (s)
Confusion with other methods
of forming inflections

Confusion in

Sub
Group

III.

ie, ei

words

63

totals

118

55

MISCELLANEOUS ERRORS
Words having

multiple errors
Transposition of letters
Poor letter formation
Unclassified errors
Sub-totals

Grand

totals

72

32
8
6
10

36

68

11
3

19

9
14

4
56

54

110

218

180

398

The

first

category of errors includes such typical misspellings as:

Omission of sound (s)

'Incorrect" sound (s)

Addition of sound (s)

convience
disppointed

convenience
disappointed

commuity

community

mulplicity

multiplicity

meanful

meaningful

aposthophe

apostrophe

efford
furnisher
shevel
philosopical

effort

meterical

metrical

porker

poker

furniture
shovel
philosophical

Theodore
Therodore
rememberance remembrance

Echo

of other word(s)

fifthteenth

fifteenth

antodote

(echo of antidote)
(echo of Desiree)
(echo of mellow)
(echo of -tance as
in acceptance)

Dirserie

mellowdrama
comparitance

anecdote
Dreiser

melodrama
comparison

The errors in Group I suggest (1) that students do not live in an
environment where distinct speech is the rule; (2) that students do not
"hear" sounds clearly; (3) that students themselves mumble and
mutter when they speak; and (4) that students are not equipped with
methods of attacking new words in order to arrive independently at
acceptable pronunciations.
Prevention, therapy, and development of consciousness of Group I
it seems, would call first for more careful enunciation on the
part of teachers, followed by specific attention to helping students to
"hear" sounds, to discriminate between sounds heard, to reproduce
those sounds accurately in speech, and to relate them to written
symbols. In this connection, the old five-step plan of having students
see the word, say the word, spell the word, learn the meaning of the
word, and use the word in original sentences (oral and written) is
still a good method for developing in students not only audio and
visual discrimination and the ability to spell acceptably, but also for
broadening vocabularies and increasing language facility. Students
need help too in syllabication, in noting similarities and differences in
words, and in seeing already known patterns within new words.

errors,

The second broad category with its sub-types involves errors
which stem from the unphonetic nature of the English alphabet: one
letter may represent more than one sound (as 5 in case and sugar)
one sound may be represented by more than one letter (as k sound in
kite and call)
an unstressed vowel sound may be represented by any
;

;

is

* The first word in each pair is the one used by the student; the second word
the one called for by the context.
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one of several different vowels (as the unstressed vowel in aggravate
and commit) and some letters are "silent" (as is thought and some).
Examples of these errors made by the subjects are:
;

Use of "incorrect" vowel:

Use

of "incorrect" consonants:

marshmallows

caracterization
exzactly

characterization
exactly

skem

scheme
unconscious

farse

farce

annother

writing
elegy
occasion
another

holliest

holiest

begining
clubing

beginning
clubbing

occassion

Addition of

silent letters:

silent letters:

Confusion with other methods
of forming inflections:

Confusion in

ie, ei

words:

examination

unconsious

ellegy

Failure to double consonants:

present

examanation
marshmellows

Doubling consonants unnecessarily: writting

Omission of

existence
narrative

existance
narritive
presant

geting

getting

planed
shoping

planned
shopping

Decartes
Descarte

Descartes
Descartes

lisening

listening

Lincon

Lincoln

lov

love

frome
groupe

from
group

suggestes

suggests

grande

grand

salade

salad

essays

essaies

(as in babies)

studyied
tryied

(as in studying) studied
tried
(as in trying)

praied
useing

(as in candied) prayed
using
(as in dyeing)

decieved
peice
recieved
Drieser

deceived
piece
received
Dreiser

The errors suggest that too often have teachers erroneously told
pupils that "the word is spelled just as it sounds." Students have not
been made aware of the lack of a one-to-one relationship between the
74

sounds of English and the letters of our alphabet. Or, if made aware of
this discrepancy, they have not been helped sufficiently to see, understand, and make the patterns of English orthography, generally referred
to as "spelling rules," operative in their writing. They do not know
that the conventional spelling of many words, including the exceptions
to the rules, must be seared into their minds on an individual-word-byword basis not determined on the spur of the moment according to
"how they sound."

—

Students need help in understanding these matters, and definite
provisions for necessary study and drill should be included in teaching
plans. Students' need for this kind of instruction does not seem to be
peculiar to classes in composition per se, for the errors made by
students in this study reveal that both composition (remedial English)
and literature students had difficulty especially in determining which
letters represent which unstressed vowel sounds. Perception of spelling
patterns and the understanding of sound-symbol relationships must not
be left to chance, or the chance is that students' verbal intelligence will
be severely limited and their writing marked by illiterate spellings.

The
made up

third group of misspellings, called miscellaneous errors, is
of (1) words incorporating two or more errors each or

which single errors lend themselves to more than one classierrors which may be the result of faulty letter formation
ratner than ignorance of conventional spelling, (3) words in which
there are transposed letters, and (4) errors which are unclassified.

words

in

fication, (2)

Typical examples are:

Words having
multiple errors:

Hippotyus

Hippolytus

reciet

recite

(ommission of a letter
and transposed letters)

(transposition of a letter? or

an error caused by mispronunciation?)

Possibly poor
letter formation:

(ommission of a sound
and "incorrect" vowel)

audance

audience

plonds

plans

meterecal

metrical

unaninous

unanimous

quartee

quarter

(handwriting? or inaccurate
vowel? also addition of a
sound)
(failure to drop e from
meter and inaccurate letter
for unstressed vowel)

conbination combination

Oceon

Ocean

loveng

loving
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Transposed

letters:

Unclassified errors:

antienc
Britian

ancient
Britain

peom

poem

salior

sailor

Linclon

Lincoln

Spearsian

durning

Spenserian
doing

remo

rumor

parten

partner

stine

straight

The errors resulting from poor handwriting must be attacked
obviously through improvement of handwriting itself, while the therapy
for the other types of errors listed above, it seems, lies in analysis of
these errors through discussion with students to determine whether a
misspelling, say reciet, is the result of faulty pronunciation or of some
thought process which produces reversals. The clue for remediation
then is likely to be inherent in the errors themselves. Upon analysis,
such errors will likely fall into one or another of the classifications in
Group I and Group II, and the instructional methods already broadly
indicated for dealing with those errors, might be employed.
It must be emphasized here that this study was an informal one;
no attempt was made to control any aspect of it experimentally. The
errors discussed here are the spelling errors made by these students
in these classes. Other students in these or other courses may make the
same or other errors, depending upon the extent to which the students
whose misspellings have been just studied are typical of the population

of

Savannah State College.

This study has revealed no truly new or startling facts. It simply
points up in bold relief what has been known for some time: that the
problem is a very real one in greater or less degree for most of our
students, and that its solution lies beyond our reliance upon students
having passed through twelve years of schooling during which they
may or may not have learned to spell.

The
that they

solution to the

must

problem

lies

beyond the reminder to students
must study one or another

spell "correctly" or that they

lists of "frequently misspelled words." The solution lies in the
development of positive attitudes toward accuracy in general and in
spelling particularly, along with the development of the mental abilities
called for in spelling. Our students need direct instruction in matters
related to spelling, and this instruction must be provided them, even
in college classes. Simple analysis of misspellings followed by direct
instruction in the areas of weakness is suggested as a technique for
making poor spellers good and good spellers better.

of the

And the wonderful prospect is that the prevention, the treatment,
and the cure of disabilities in spelling are not restricted to classes in
English composition. The students who made the errors in this study
were enrolled in other courses and it is unlikely that the bell for
changing classes magically changed these students into good spellers.
The words used in common by us all must be spelled by persons writing
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in the specialized fields.
to these

words and

Analysis of errors followed by direct attention

to "specialized" terms is in order just as

much

in

the various "content" courses as it is in the English class. "A rose is a
in the chemistry report or in the
rose is a rose" wherever we find it

—

English theme.
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